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FAA Chief Dismayed
At Nixon's Airliner Flight
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP) - President Nixon was
vacationing here today after an
unannounced flight by commercial airliner that caught
newsmen by surprise, thrilled
fellow passengers and dismayed the head of the Federal
Aviation Administration.
FAA chief Alexander P. Butterfield said in Washington that
plans for the evening flight
should have been coordinated
in advance with his agency.
"This serious oversight left
precious little time for our air
traffic people to implement
those special precautionary
procedures which must always
be followed when the President
takes to the air lanes," Butterfield said.
There was no immediate response from the California
White House at San Clemente.
The President secretly board-

ed United Air Lines Flight 55
before other
passengers
Wednesday at Washington's
Dulles International Airport. He
took a seat in the first class
section, surrounded by Secret
Service agents.
During the flight to Los Angeles en route to the Western
White House at San Clemente,
Calif., he strolled the aisles of
the plane, talking to passengers
and signing autographs.
Asst. White House press secretary Gerald Warren, who
didn't announce the President's
departure to newsmen until
after the flight was airborne,
said Nixon took a commercial
flight "to set an example for
the American public" during
the energy crisis.
Warren said the trip was kept
secret for security reasons.
On previous trips from Washington to the Western White
House, the presidential entour-

age has used two governmentowned Boeing 707s. The 707s
and helicopters used to ferry
the presidential party to and
from airports consumed some
58,000 gallons of jet fuel at a
round-trip cost to the government of up to $11,600, by White
House estimates.
Tina Myers, 16, of San Diego,
Calif., said she awoke from a
sleep in the tourist section and
saw the President walking
down the aisle,
"It just shocked roe," she
said.
She had been writing a letter
to her boyfriend and asked Nixon to sign it or "he'd never believe" that the President was
on her flight. Nixon was happy
to sign the letter, she said.
"I saw his wife pass," said
Mrs. Merle Fleming of Tulsa,
Okla. "Isn't that Pat?' I asked
the stewardess. She said yes. I
couldn't believe it."

Standby Ration Plan
Is Announced By Simon
WASHINGTON (AP)- Federal Energy Chief William E.
Simon announced today establishment of a stand-by system
for gasoline rationing but said
he still believes its actual use
can be avoided.
Simon said he has ordered
the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing to begin printing a
three-rnonth supply of gasoline
ration coupons, just in case
they are needed, and has directed his staff to make contact
with state governments concerning rationing preparations.
He said the system would not
be ready for operation until
March 1 at the earliest and that
trends in gasoline supply and
demand over the next six
weeks would determine wheth-

Simon also issued estimates
indicating that the overall oil
shortage expected because of
the Arab oil embargo may be
much less than previously
predicted.
Instead of the earlier estimate of a shortfall of 3.27 million barrels per day, or 16 per
cent of demand, Simon said it
is now estimated that the shortfall may reach 2.7 million barrels per day, or 13.6 per cent.
But he said the pressure remains on gasoline because of
the need to switch refinery production to other fuels.
Simon said the rationing system being, developed now looks
toward a basic ration averaging about 32 to 35 gallons of
gasoline per month, with coupons to be distributed to every
licensed driver over 18 years
old.
But the 'ration would be increased or decreased in certain
areas of the nation to take account of differences in population density, availability of
duce temperatures in their arepublic transportation, and types
nas and voluntarily restrict
of private driving which may
gasoline use, the survey disbe considered essential.
closed.
Fewer professional teams
will charter jets to out-of-town
games next year and night contests will be cut back or start
sooner.
"We couldn't even pay our
hospital insurance with what
we'd draw if we had to go to all
day games,"said Calvin GriffNEW YORK ( AP)- Despite
iths, president of the Minnesota high prices, harsh winter
Twins baseball team.
weather and jitters over the
Major league baseball used energy crisis, American con1.3 million gallons of fuel to sumers spent hundreds of millight up parks for 3,538 after- lions of dollars on holiday gifts
dark games on the 1972 sched- this year.
ule.
Many retailers report Christ-

er rationing is really needed.
Simon said if rationing of
gasoline does come, the system
would cost about $1.5 billion per
year, and his present plans are
to charge each driver $1 for his
monthly ration book.
Simon said, however, it would
really be up to Congress to decide on financing. He said his
lawyers were examining existing legislation to see if ratiorang could actually be put into
effect without a new law to authorize it. Preliminary indications were that new legislation would be needed, he added.
Simon also said residual fuel
oils will be diverted from parts
of the country to New England,
which is heavily dependent on
imported oil.

Leisure Activities Consume
8.1 Billion Gallons of Fuel, '72NEW YORK ( AP) - Americans at play used up 8.1 billion
gallons of fuel last year, according to a recent survey.
Daily consumption in the
United States is estimated at 17
million barrels of crude oil a
day, or about 260 billion gallons
of fuel a year.
The survey by the National
Motor Sports Committee, an
arm of the auto racing industry, showed most of the 1972
leisure-time consumption was
attributable to vacation and
recreation travel.
Some examples:
Americans burned 749 million
gallons of gasoline going to the
movies; rodeo fans used another 88 million; horse racing required 98 million; bowling, 40
million; golf, 15 million; wrestling, 27 million; baseball, 34
million; football, 564 million;
and basketball, 238 million.
Pleasure flying consumed 835
million gallons of aviation and
jet fuel in 1972, the Federal
Aviation Administration- estimated.
By far the biggest single gaseater was vacation travel. The
U.S. Travel Data Center said
people driving cars and trucks
for nonbusiness activities consurn.ed 5.4 billion gallons of
gasoline in traveling 48.8 billion
miles last year.
The energy crisis already has
forced sports executives to re-

t •

SWEARING IN =MONIES-Newly elected county officials were sworn in
this morning by Calloway Circuit Judge James Lassiter. Left to right, Sheriff
Maurice Wilson, Coroner Max Morris, Property Valuation Administrator Charles

Windstorms Whip Sections
Of State; Damage Reported
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two persons were killed,
trees were toppled, plate glass
windows were shattered and
some buildings damaged during
the violent windstorms which
whipped sections of Kentucky.
One of the victims was Mrs.
Louise Duvall, 45, Frankfort,
who stopped her auto to remove a fallen limb from the
highway. Another limb fell
from the tree Wednesday and
struck her in the head. She died
of a massive brain hemorrhage.
Charles R. Mattingly, 21, a
hod carrier, died of head injuries when the wind blew
down a 20-foot high wall at a
shopping center construction
site in Louisville.
State Police said Ronnie
Louis Weitlattf, 16, of Paducah,
was seriously injured about
noon Wednesday when tie
pulled his car onto a railroad
crossing during heavy rain and
it was struck by a train.
Weitlauf remains in critical
condition at, Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. The accidert occurred on Schneidman Road
near the city limits.

Iwo persons escaped injury
another Louisville construction site on Grade Lane when
scaffolding collapsed under
heavy winds.
Strong winds forced at least
three airliners to forego landing
at Louisville's Standiford Field,
and at Owensboro, winds gusting to almost 80 miles an hour
forced Federal Aviation Administration flight controllers to
evacuate the airport's control
tower.
Glass fell out of the Brown
Building at Fourth and Broadway in Louisville, and a plate
glass window exploded from a
second downtown building on
Chestnut Street. No injuries
were reported at either place,
however.
Trees and power lines were
down in the area, and lights
were out as well, according to
Louisville and Jefferson Gouty
Police.
A spokesman for Louisville
Gas and Electric Co. said the
firm received many calls about
power failures, but there was
no estimate on how extensive
the damage was. About 400 employes were doing repair work,
the spokesman said.

American Consumers Spend Bundle
On Christmas Gifts This Season

Hale, Jailer Wimpy Jones, County Attorney Sid Easley,and County Judge Robert
0. Miller. The new officers' terms office will begin the first Monday in January.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Squires Wind Up Final County
Affairs At Court This Morning
Routine end-of-the year
business was conducted at a
short meeting of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court held this
morning.
Items on the agenda included
the approval of the minutes of
meeting,
both
the last
December 12, and the meeting
this morning, as well as the
approval of the treasurer's
report and the payment of bills
outstanding.
Other items included the
payment of a bill from the
apfor
Rescue
Squad
proximately $4,970 for radio
equipment. The Fiscal Court
had included in its budget an

appropriation
Rescue Squad
of this bill
Sharing funds
the court.

of $5,000 for the
and the payment
from Revenue
was approved by

An appropriation of 85,000
was also approved to the
Calloway County Red Cross to
establish a Calloway County
Social Services fund for indigent county persons. The
fund will be administered by
Red Cross director Jean
Blankenship_
The resignation of County
Sheriff Clyde Steele,effective at
midnight December 31, was
accepted, and sheriff-elect

Maurice Wilson was appointed
to serve as sheriff in the interim
period between Dec. 31 and
January 7, when Wilson would
have taken office.
In final action, the court
elected not to pay a bill from
Joe Hosford for a door which
was kicked down by City Police
and State Police in a raid
conducted on an apartment
house owned by Hosford at
Seventh and Olive. Hosford had
requested that the court pay the
bill, which was for approximately $30, after officers
raided the residence of one of
Hosford's tenants in a drug
investigation.

Former Murray Artist, Dot Rowlett,
Is Curator of Museum In Jacksonville
By L.J. Hortin
The Florida Times-Union of
Jacksonville recently published
a full-length feature article on a
former
Murrayan,
Mrs.
Dorothy Rowlett,„new curator
of the Jacksonville Art
Museum.
''Dot," as she is known to her
friends, in Florida and Kentucky, is the daughter of the late
Supt. and Mrs. W.J. Caplinger.
Mr. Caplinger was for many
School Superinyears City
tendent of Murray, director of
the Training School, and a
member of the Murray State
Faculty.
Mr. and Mrs. John- Rowlett

have one son, Dr. William
Mackness
Rowlett,
of
Hopkinsville, Ky., and four
grandchildren.
Cynthia Parks, Times-Union
Staff writer, titled her feature
article "Dot Rowlett: Art No
,Blot'for Her."The reference to
"Blot" is from one of
Browning's poems that she
memorized in a college class:
"This world's no blot for us, •
No blank; it means intensely,
and means good:
To find its meaning is my heat
and drink."
The Florida newspaper
reported that the Jacksonville
Art Museum is expanding its art

educational program under its
new curator of education, Dot
Rowlett.
"Mrs. Rowlett is a likely
expander. Retired from 20
years a supervisor of art for the
Duval County school board, she
spent a good part of that time
fighting for art to gain equal
curricular footing with meatand-potatoes studies like math
and reading. Since she came to
Jacksonville in 1950, she has
championed the museum."
Mrs. Parks wrote that Dot
was called in for the new job as
curator from "her retiree
rambling in her van." The first
lap of the job was to tour the
Southwest where she visited 19
trmseurna
"Her hope for Jacksonville, is
to reach many levels of interest
and expertise, from the elderly
to the university student, the
novice to the accomplished.
"Mrs. Rowlett's meat and
drink is art, but for her it is with
children as they take what's
inside them out and crystallize
it on paper or with a lump of

mas sales reached record
Mart discount stores and one of
the nation's largest retailers, a
highs.
An Associated Press check of spokesman reported sales for
major stores in several cities the month leading up to Christacross the country indicates the mas were 17 to 19 per cent
oil shortage, as expected, ahead of last year's $702 milNI nationwide. But he noted
spurred buying intrest in items
the figure fell short of the averdesigned to keep people warm.
"Sweater sales were pheno- age gains of about 21 per cent
'
menal and we sold out on elec- that the chain has been recordtric heaters very fast," said a ing throughout the past year.
In Detroit J.L. Hudson's Co.
spokesman for Bloomingdales.
The firm operates 11 stores in said it sold $4.3 million of goods
last Saturday, the biggest day
••• am.
the New York area.
in the store's history. It said
flanreported
retailers
Other
that sales for the season were 8
nel shirts and nightgowns,
last
heavy woolen robes and blan- to 10 per cent ahead of
kets were among top items on year's. A survey by the Detroit
Chamber of Commerce inSanta's gift
Although talk of a possible dicated holiday sales rose 10 to
The article explained that an
1974 recession caused by the oil 11 per cent to record highs.
over-60 art activities class will
The
Broadway
and
May
Co.
crunch has been growing, debe held at the museum through
partment stores said they found department store chains in Los
the services of Florida Junior
Angeles
were
indicate
sales
consumers
little evidence that
College and the City Recreation
had scaled their holiday pur- slightly ahead of 1972 levels,
Department
with a big run on heaters,
chasing.
The education program which
pocket
calcusweaters,
and
Titche's,
a
was
exception
One
she directs includes corin
Fresno,
lators.
Gottschalles
Dallas store, which noted a deporations. Afterwork craft
crease in the purchase of luxu- Calif., said sales rose to an allclasses will be held at the
time
maintained
-the
high
and
ry items such as furs.
Jacksonville Art Museum for
While sales in the East Coast energy crisis hasn't put the
businesses that want to o er
were better than last year's, a slightest damper on business."
them to their employees.
NelIn
Frederick
gir
Seattle,
which
severe winter storm
The Jacksonville writer
forced many closings for a day son reported sales were up
summarized Dot's work and
or two early last week kept the across the board and Nordsphilosophy with the following
very good
increase below hoped-for pro- torrn said it had "a
Colder with chance of rain or
tribute: "Dot's own particular
year,
the
best
ever."
jections.
drizzle changing to snow flurpleasure comes with sometimes
ELLIS HONORED-The board of commissioners of the
Richard G. Shapiro, president
ries before ending tonight. Low Murray-Calloway
being with the kids again. She
County Hospital has presented retiring Murray of Gimble Bros., which oper28 to 33. Friday partly cloudy Mayor
loves to show them the wallHolmes Wills with a proclamation as a token of their ap- ates 37 department stores in
Today's Index
and warmer, high 48 to 53.
sized Davis canvas of vertical
preciation for "his outstanding contributions to the hoard during the New York-Philadelphia,
Dot Rowlett (the former Dorothy Caplinger of Murray ) is stripes. Now, everybody pick a
the time he has been a member." Making the presentation is Pittsburgh area, said sale
Horoscope
2
Chance of rain Saturday,
framed in Beverly Pepper's sculpture in the patio of the color and keep looking at it.
board vice-chairman, Nat Ryan Hughes. Mayor Ellis will retire "might have reached record
Dear Abby
.3
turning cooler Sundsy with a
Jacksonville, Fla., Art Museum. The new curator of education Now, softly, hum a sound that
from the board in January when he retires as Mayor.
Women's
News
.
2,
3
terrible
the
levels except for
chance of a few snow showers
Browning-"This world's nb blot for us.. To find its meaning ,goes with the color- sowlikes
Mayor ..E.Illabegan. his servire
..
.4
U"
hesollel ie. sorts..a weatise,." _The .piriere was
•etrA. Paittly cloudy and ma:et
At my Inew'.sod drfaik." She hope..far t.c, ususeura
member of
hospital plaguing vierimittoe. Tbiz commit:re was' - brighter-for the-3e Saks storesports. .
:E7r_
NTonday. HigitrIrr the mid Ver,
'fevers'of latereitand expertise aning ail ages.
responsible for the planning, development and building
—"
t'w131
.
4ear 41111"
..8
of the Gimbles operate from coast ta.. Comics, Crossword
lowering into the 30s by the end
-Wrienep---into educational-ese.
present hospital facility. Ellis was the first chairman of the
fMrs.
John
Rowlett
was
for
several
years
trarivref-art
▪
got;
Classifieds
board coast which posted "a strort#:
of the period. Lows in the low
of the hospital-win It Was opened in 1964 and
the Murray City School, Training School. and Murray State calling it a !kinesthetic reacDeaths & Funerals.
:It'
has served con- increase.'r
to mid 30s, lowering to upper
tinuously since that time.
College.
-Times-union Photo I” Dan siccormack (see Mrs. Rawkte, page 10 )"
operator
of
K20s to low 30s by Monday
At S.S. Kresge,

...01-1111
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FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 28,173
Look in the section in which Potential otherwise.
your birthday comes and find SAGITTARIUS
what your outlook is, according (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Read Scorpio. Your outlook
to the stars.
similar. Hasty decisions and
ARIES
moves could be day's undoing.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Planetary influences only On the personal side: Romance
fairly generous,so you will have and new friendships highly
to provide your own momentum favored.
to carry on now. Neither too CAPRICORN
ig
many problems nor much (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Dealings with others may
opposition indicated.
disappoint in part, but YOU
TAURUS
maintain a sure-footed, even
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A beneficent Venus now tempo—AND disposition. Do
stimulates all your innate not be overly skeptical and
artistry. Even your most don't blow minute situations out
"offbeat" ideas could now of proportion.
AQUARIUS
prove feasible.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Do not dash headlong into
( May 22 to June 21)
into
all day's activities no matter how
deeply
Look
situations. Surface appearances much is expected of you or how
could be misleading. Using that much you wish to accomplish.
innate foresight of yours, There are -cloudy" areas to
however, you shouldn't have study well.
much trouble in spotting flaws. PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
Excellent Neptune influences.
(June 72 to July 23) e(:)
Benign aspects now favor You can give an exhilarating lift
business and financial matters. to a new project or brighten
A good day for planning for the routine to the point where it
future. Don't hope to gain by actually becomes stimulating.
taking short-cuts, however.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY: There is
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
vital period. Most a great deal of the paradoxical
A
endeavors should prosper, but in your nature. On the one hand,
down-to-earth,
are
think before you speak or act. you
and
practical
Above all, avoid tendencies extremely
toward the unorthodox; to methodical; on the other, you
are a visionary, an idealist in
extremes, in general.
the truest sense. At heart a
VIRGO
riP
scholar, you would make an
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A stimulating day! Step forth, outstanding educator and, also
assert yourself with confidence, endowed with a gift for words,
astutely, tackle you could excel as a lecturer,
bargain
anything you know to be within writer or statesman. Your
perseverance is boundless and,
your capabilities.
once having visualized a goal,
LIBRA
r2L
you let no obstacle stand in the
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23)
way of its attainment. Try,
competition,
prepared
for
Be
opposition to your plans. If however, to conquer a tendency
aware that these exist, you can toward too much introspection,
start the day with the premise since it could lead to moodiness
that you CAN manage them— and depression. Birthdate of:
Woodrow Wilson, 28th Pres.,
and you will!
U.S.A.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Stellar influences warn
against hasty decisions and
expressing opinions before all
facts are in and all "angles"
understood. Day has fine

ittiCZ

Regional Aging Task Force Has
Meet; Plans For Year Discussed
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TOGETHER...
they risked everything for
no'count
hound!
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Mrs. Chapman Is
Leader For Flint

Women's Program
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New Concord PTC
Has Regular Meet

Helpful Suggestions For Night
Out For The Holidays Are Given

BRA-GIRDLE-BIKINI
SALE

WALT DISNEY'S

Outdoor night-time parties have
always presented two challenges
to the party-giv'er: how to light
up the area festjvely and how to
keep the bugs
sad insects away
from the food.
GTE Sylvania's
new Bug Foiler
bulb helps elimi!I, nate the pest
problem. Set in
Z light-weight lanterns, their yellow light adds a
spark of color and won't attract
insects. Because they can't see
yellow clearly they are drawn
ordinarily to other kinds of'
light.
Aside from utility lighting like direct light on the barbeque
pit so that it's easy to tell when
the food is ready—the enterprising host or hostess can devise clever ways of providing a
gala atmosphere. It just takes a
little imagination and a ladder.
Strings of oriental lanterns over
the dining area always prove a
nice touch. Lighting up trees
and shrubbery will also add a
pleasantly dramatic and roman.
tic effect. Again the Bug Foiier
bulbs come in handy.
The 100 watt _mercury vapor
bulb in a special compact fixturf,
equipped with ballast will bring
an enchanting highlight to trees
and green shrubbery. The color
tone of this source emphasizes
greens, green yellows and blue
spruce.
An understated, indirect light
placed in the stick of your table
umbrella will set the mood
for dining. Reflecting off the
brightly-colored underside of the
umbrella, the light's glow enhances the meal. Tinted reflectm
bulbs in pink or blue may also
be used.
Food always tastes better
when you can see it clearly ant
the insects and bugs can't. Light
your next outdoor soiree prop- erly and your guests won't need
a light to find their way back.

The Regional Aging Task senior citizens programs in the
80
Force, organized under the Purchase. He said that
direction of the Purchase Area percent of the federal monies
Development District Board of coming into the state for senior
Directors, met recently at the citizens programs must be
Purchase Area Development spent in the six designated
District office building in impact areas. He emphasized
Mayfield with Chairman Steve that in as much as the Purchase
is not an impact area it will
Davenport presiding.
have to compete with the
The task force discussed remaining districts for the 20
adding additional advisory percent discretionary funds.
members representing various Keesee urged the group to
services and programs relating develop an area plan on aging
to senior citizens. Plans were so that it can qualify for impact
also discussed and formulated status as additional impact
for doing a needs assessment areas are added at a later date.
and resources inventory in the
Following
the
regular
Purchase Area for the purpose meeting of the task force,
of
of better meeting the needs
Keesee and Clemons conducted
senior citizens.
a workshop for those affiliated
Jim Keesee,acting director of with county senior citizens
RICHARD LOWERY MELTON was commissioned as a second lieutenant in ceremonies at Murray
the commission on aging, and programs. The purpose of the State University. On his left Is his wife, Christa, and on his right is his mother, Mrs. Floyd L. Melton.
Earl Clemons, finance officer workshop was to assist the
for the commission on aging, individual county
programs
both in the newly formed with some of the problems that
Kentucky Department for have
been
encountered.
Human Resources were present Presently, there are four
at the meeting.
counties operating programs
The New Concord ParentKeesee discussed the funding for senior citizens using federal
Teacher Club held its last
Commissioning ceremonies Arts degree in secretariEil regular meeting on Thursday,
resources that are available for and state monies.
were held for Richard Lowery science in June 1971 and has December 13, at seven p.m. at
Melton at Murray State been employed as a cornthe school.
University on
Thursday, pugraphic typist for the Murray
Presenting the program were
December 20. He has been on a Ledger & Times for the past the students in all eight grades
two year ROTC scholarship for two years.
who were directed by the
the past two years at MSU and
Melton will report to Aber- teachers-Mrs. Maxine Pool,
received a Bachelor's degree in deen
Proving
Grounds, Mrs. Martha Leet, Mrs. BarMaryland Ordinance base, for bara McCuiston, Mrs. Doll
True, there's no place like
But, if you must drink, take no industrial education.
Four other cadets were also active duty training June 15, Reddick, Mrs. Lorene McCage,
home for the holidays.
more than one alcoholic drink
But,for most of us, this is also per hour. It takes one full hour commissioned as Second 1974. They will be making their Mrs. Ann Brinkley, Mrs. Linda
mid-year home in Hopkinsville, where
a special time of year when we for two-thirds of an ounce of Lieutenants at
Hendricks, Mrs. Seiber, Mrs.
Mr. Melton has accepted a Patterson, and Mac Coleman.
get a chance to wear that pretty alcohol to burn out of your graduation.
Melton is the eldest son of Mr. teaching position at Christian
long skirt, when we splurge at system.
The FTC presented gifts to
and Mrs. Floyd L. Melton, County Middle School for this Principal and Mrs. Bob Allen
the hairdresser, when we hire a
Eat a good dinner before
baby-sitter and when we go out! partying-and do both your Route two, Calvert City. He is a semester.
and children, Bobby, Jr., and
, When freezing homemade
To make those nights out hostess's ego and yourself a 1969 graduate of North Marshall
Michelle.
NASHVILLE
GUESTS
bread, be., sure to cool thorcarefree and fun, Metropolitan favor by nibbling on the hors d' High School where he ranked
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Burkeen
oughly, then wrap in freezergraduating
class.
He
fifth
in
his
Life Insurance Company offers oeuvres while you drink.
WORKMAN GUESTS
weight aluminum foil, lamigraduated from Murray State and Mr. and Mrs. Danny
these suggestions:
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Ednated papers or plastic bags.
Term.,
Burkeen
Nashville,
of
with a 3.3 overall standing.
To thaw, leave bread in freezYOUR
were the weekend guests of wards and son, Jeffrey, and
DON'T
TAKE
In August 1970 he married
er wrap and defrost at room
WORRIES WITH YOU. Make
grand- daughter, Jeanna, of Sedalia,
Christa Downing, youngest their parents and
temperature for about three
Mo., were the holiday guests of
parents,
sure the children are left in the
Mrs.
Barnes
W.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
hours. May also be thawed,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
care of a competent baby-sitter.
Burkeen
of
Almo
and
Mr.
and
wrapped in foil, in a 250 to
Thomas Downing of Benton.
Raymond
Workman.
not
Mrs
"Liking children" is
011ie Workman of Murray.
• 3064egree oven.
She received an Associate of
enough. The sitter you choose
should be someone who has had
experience caring for younger
The Baptist Women of Flint
brothers and sisters or who has
been recommended by other Baptist Church observed the
week of prayer for foreign
Mrs. Morgan Sisk entertained mothers in your neighborhood. missions with a program at the
You can make things easgt
with a tea at her lovely home at
church.
Pottertown
on
Sunday, for the young sitter by leavbig
more
instructions.
The
full
Mrs. Janice Chapman was in
December 16, to compliment
Miss Betsy Riley, bride-elect of business like the arrangement, charge of the program on the
the better. Young people who theme, "He Touched Me."
Dennis Clark.
The honoree, Miss Riley, earn pocket money babysitting
The program chairman, Mrs
chose to wear,for the delightful should know exactly what is Martha Imes, opened the
occasion a tangerine floor expected of them.
meeting by reading Ii CorinBe certain you leave not only thians 6:5-9. Missionaries were
length dress with a scarf and
where
you
can
a
phone
number
ahostess' gift corsage of yellow
named who gave their lives in
be reached but also the number
mums.
service and missionaries now in
Her mother, Mrs. Vernon of your family doctor in case service were remembered in
Riley, and her mother-in-law to an emergency should arise. prayer led by Mrs. Dot Bailey
be, Mrs. Larrie Clark, were Emphasize to the sitter that in
Also present for the meeting
also presented corsages of case of smoke or fire the
were Mesdames Jo Miller,
children
should
be
taken
from
yellow mums by Mrs. Sisk.
Colson,
June
Uie house immediately-before Willodean
The beautiful appointed tea they're dressed, before the fire Hopkins, Lula Miller, Mydell
'table was overlaid with a lovely department is called, before Rickman, Lola Mae Jackson,
cloth and centered with an you are contacted-before a fire Rena Hopkins, Jessie Barrow,
arrangement of yellow mums results in a fatality.
Pearl Short, Grace Walston.
Maiden Form and Sea Dream
PLAYTEX
and candles. Silver apInsist that no one be admitted and Grace Gilbert.
pointments were used.
to the house unless you have
WORKMAN GUESTS
Assisting Mrs. Sisk, in the approved their visit. And be
serving were Mrs. John firm in your instructions that Mr. and Mrs. Clayton WorkmQuertermous, Mrs. Leon the children not be left alone in an of Southgate, Mich., are
spending this week with his
10 Styles to Choose From
Adams, and Mrs. W.J. Pitman. the house-even for a minute.
To $201
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE. parents, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Mrs. Sisk presented the brideYou've heard this one before, Workman, and other relatives
elect with a crystal salad bowl
but Metropolitan Life points out in Murray and Calloway
5 Styles to Choose From
with silver fork and spoon as a that it's a seldom-heeded County.
wedding gift.
refrain. Statistics show that
1 Group
Twenty persons called during
1 Group
deaths from drunken driving
the hours of three to five p.m.
rise with each passing year. The
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gilmore
inebriated "life of the party?' is
MIDDLETOWN GUESTS
of Fort Worth, Texas, and Mr
in reality a potential killer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brisco
If you're going to a party with and Mrs. Jimmy Stroud and
Values
of Middletown are the holiday your husband or another couple, daughter of Paducah were the
SALE,
to
;20
guests of her mother, Mrs. it's a good idea to decide that holiday guests of their parents,
Veneta Sexton.
one of you will not drink al all. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin 'Harris.

Bridal Tea Held At
The Sisk Home For
Miss Betsy Riley

DRIVE
iea
i,
c7t

by Sylvan Lumiere, GTE Sylvania
Lighting and Design Director
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7or and about
TE Sylvania
Director
The United Methodist Women
of the Hazel Church held its
annual Christmas potluck
supper at the church.
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Following the meal the
Christmas
program
was
presented by the Carolyn Circle
with the subject being "Symbols of Christmas."

Zesty B-Q Franks'N Kraut
This time of year the pace of life quickens dramatically.
A myriad of activities seem to occupy every member of the
family's time.
It's at busy times such as these when a truly simple menu
idea—both tasty and quick-to-fix—is most appreciated.
B-Q Franks 'N Kraut fills the bill. Because it's prepared
the microwave way, the dish—developed by home economists
at Litton Microwave Cooking Products—is ready in only nine
minutes.
Tangy barbecue sauce is combined with the tart flavor of
sauerkraut to make this simple supper "something special."
And,something else that's special is its low cost.
(Conventional cooking instructions are also provided.)
Franks 'N Kraut
1 (1 lb. 11 oz.) can
1-11
/
2 cups prepared
barbecue sauce
sauerkraut, drained
1 lb. wieners
In 11
/
2 to 2-quart casserole combine sauerkraut and barbecue sauce. Reserve 3 wieners, cutting the rest into 1-inch
chunks. Stir wieners into sauerkraut.
Cook, covered, 5-6 minutes. Stir. Cut wieners in half and
place pinwheel fashion on top of sauerkraut. Cook, covered,
2-3 minutes, or until hot. Makes 4-5 servings.
Conventional Preparation: Cook on top of range in 2-quart,
covered saucepan for 30 minutes, placing wieners in pinwheel
fashion the last 10 minutes.
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Mrs. Evelyn Baker composed
Also parthe program.
Ucipating in the program were
Mrs. Edna Coles, Mrs. Toni
Jones, Mrs. Nancy Thompson,
Mrs. Jean Edwards, Mrs.
Beauton Hart, Mrs. Nell
Scruggs, and Mrs. Fay Coles.
The meeting was closed with
prayer by Mrs. Olga Freeman.
Gifts were exchanged by the
seventeen members and five
guests. Plans were made for
the coming year and for the
installation of new officers.
Other members present were
Mesdames Bradie White, Eula
McCullough, Lowes Newport,
Mildred Herning, Roberta
Brandon, Shellie Strader,
Koska Jones, Goldia Edwards,
and Nell Roach. Guest were
Johruia Jones, Kim Thompson,
Kathy
Baker, and Tina
Thompson.

VLSITORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Howard
Murdock and children, Ann and
Jimmy, of Madisonville were
the holiday guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Murdock of Lynn Grove and Mr.
and Mrs. J.H. Walston of
Murray

PADUCAH GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Shackelford
and daughter, Rebecca, of
Paducah were the holiday
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Murdock and other
relatives.

The high cost of meat along
with the growing interest in
vegetarianism have many people wondering how much meat
they really need to satisfy the
body's requirement for protein.
Although some of us may
not enjoy- it, we can get along
/eery well without any meat
(animal) proteins. To do it we
need to eat a greater quantity
of plant proteins in the right
combinations.
All proteins, regardless of the
source, are built of amino acids.
Of the more than 20 amino
acids, our bodies can make all
but 8 or 9. These are called the
essential amino acids-essential
because they must be in the
foods we eat to be used for
building, repairing and maintaming body tissues. Because
the muscles in animals, birds
and fish are so much like those
in humans, it is not surprising
that meat, poultry and fish provide proteins containing enough
of all the essential amino acids.
These foods, along with milk,
cheese and egg provide complete proteins. By eating a serving or two of animal protein
foods each day we can most
easily satisfy our body's protein
needs.
On the other hand, grains,
beans and nuts - and foods

made from them - can provide
most of the protein needed.
However, these foods from
plants contain proteins that are
usually low in one or more of
the essential amino acids. They
must be served in combination
so that one kind of protein
food will compensate for the
amino acid shortcomings of another
This is exactly what happens
with many of our regional and
ethnic food combinations that
adequately supply the body
with essential amino acids For
example, tortillas and refried
beans is an excellent protein
combination. So is macaroni
and cheese. That all American
school lunch favorite-the peanut butter sandwich - provides
30 per cent of a child's and 20
per cent of an adult's Recommended Dietary Allowance for
protein. New England baked
beans and brown bread is still
another example of g good protein combination. In any of
these traditional foods remember that it is the combination
that counts. Any one of these
foods alone will not do the job.
For further information on
'plant proteins send for the free
leaflet "Eating For Good Nutrition With Skippy Peanut Butter," Dept. GN, Box 307, Coventry, Ct. 06238.

FREE TICKETS at:
Vernon's Boot & Shoe
and Western Store &
Shoe Repair, Inc.
7519885 Nortf eAnrtceardia
The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

CENTRAL
MOMS
is. Mooed aIlipria

Marimik Supply
No. Arcadia

Lubie and Reba's
Su perbu rger 753-8488
1100 Chestnut

Now
Showing!

* CINEMA 1 *

Phebian Class Has
Holiday Dinner At
Hogancamp Home
The lovely home of Mrs.
Thomas B. Hogancamp on
Hermitage Drive was the scene
of the annual holiday potluck
dinner
held on Thursday,
December 13, by the Phebian
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church.
Special guests for the dinner
were David McMichael, Susan
Clem, and Becky Hogancamp,
students at Murray State
University, who presented a
program of songs with McMichael playing the guitar.
Mrs. Wayne Flora read the
story of the birth of Jesus from
the Bible. Mrs. Billy Joe
Puckett directed the group in
games. The class teacher, Mrs.
Hogancamp, was presented a
gift by the class with the
president, Mrs. William C.
Adams, Sr., making the
presentation.
The dinner was served buffet
style from the dining room table
centered with a lovely holiday
arrangement. The guests were
seated at decorated tables in the
family room of the spacious
home. The blessing was by Mrs.
G.T. Moody.
Those
were
present
Mesdames Karl Hussung, G.T.
Moody, Marvin Harris, Evelyn
Lockhart, Samuel Spiceland,
Billy Joe Puckett, John
McKinney, Joe Pat Ward, Scott
McNabb, Archie Simmons,
Wayne Flora, William C.
Adams, Sr., Dewey Lampkirts,
Jr., Robert N. Scott, Howell
Thurman, Art Lee, Joe Pat
Trevathan, J.B. Burkeen,
Thomas Hogancamp, James E.
Hamilton, R.G. Outland, James
Rogers, and the special guests.

Dexter Church of Christ will
start a special singing school,
directed by Ralph Casey of
Atlanta, Ga., at 8:30 p.m. It will
continue through December 30.

Friday, December 28
Senior citizens mini-bus will
run to the downtown area both
morning and afternoon. For
transportation call 753-0929.
Monday, December 31
Senior Citizens will have its
Chnstmas potluck dinner at the
Ellis Center at 12 noon. For
information call 753-0929.
Oaks Country Club will have
its New Year's Eve dessertcard party at the club at eight
p.m. Each one is to bring a
dessert.
In
charge
of
arrangements are Messrs and
Mesdames Amos Tackett, J.P.
Parker, David Thompson, and
Delmer Breler,
The Murray Country Club will
have New Year's Eve dance at
the club house with Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Shell as chairmen.
Others on the committee are
Messrs and Mesdames Bill
Emener, Richard Knight, Tim
Miller, Jim Ranson, Joe
Rexroat, Steve Sanders, and
Buddy Spann.

Thursday, January 3
Group II, Mrs. James Rogers,
The training lesson for
captain, was in charge of the Homemakers'
leaders on
arrangements.
"Buying of Foods," will be
taught by Pat Curtsinger at ten
a.m, at the Calloway County
Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray.
Homemakers'
training
lessons on "Changing Roles of
Husband and Wife," and
"Budgeting" will be taught by
Helen
Stevens,
money
mar.agement specialist from
the University of Kentucky, at
Graves County at ten a.m.

Wife poses interesting
problem for husband
DEAR ABBY: My husband carries a picture of me
without any clothes on in his wallet. I posed for it just for
him. He says he likes to loot at it occasionally at work, bii!
he wouldn't show it to anybody. Yet whenever I meet one of
the guys he works with, the going over I get with his eyes
gives me the feeling that he might have seen the picture.
I am a very shy person, so maybe it's just undue
concern on my part. But on the other hand, I'd rather have
my husband looking at MY picture in the nude than a girl's
in a magazine
What should I do?
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: Since you obviously doubt your husband's word, ask him to destroy the picture in your presence, and rely on Ms memory. Don't pose for another, and
you won't have to worry.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 75-year-old gentleman with a
lovely 21-year-old granddaughter who was recently married. Her mother in law, who appears to be between 55 and
60, says: "Hello, Grandpa," everytime we meet
I do not object to my grandchildren calling me "Grand
pa," but I do not wish this woman to address me in that
manner.
The last time she called me "Grandpa," I called her
"Grandma," and she quickly said: "Oh, no, not yet!"
I said, "Well, you're old enough to be one."
Without making an issue of it, how can I let this worn
an know that I do not wish for her to call me "Grandpa"'
A.K. IN CHICAGO
4411 DEAR A. K.: Don't rely on your "Hello, Grandma"
response to get the message to her. Simply tell her goodhumoredly that the right to call you "Grandpa" is reserved
for your grandchildren.
DEAR ABBY: I am having a small disagreement with
my mother in law. A friend of hers sent my husband and
me a wedding present. I didn't know the lady, but
husband did, One day when my husband and I were in a
restaurant my husband spotted this lady, so we stopped and
talked to her. I mentioned several times in the Conversation
how much we appreciated her wedding present and before
we said goodby I thanked her again for ff, and so did my
husband.
My mother in law insists that I should write this lady a
thank-you note. She says a verbal thanks is not enough I
think a verbal thanks is just as good as a written thank,
What do you think?
WAITING TO liF:A I{
DEAR WAITING: Your mother in law is right. Send
the lady a written thank-you note.

Bonus Feature
*********
**********
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, Winning
vA
Malice
la On
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Thursday, December 27
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. A.M. will have a call meeting at
the lodge hall at 7:30 p.m.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "I) AND G IN SANTA BARBARA": Incest consists of sexual intercourse or marriage
between two persons who cannot be legally married because of blood relationship. It is a serious criminal
offense
In all of the states. Yes, this includes first cousins in those
sgarses
prontint such marriages'
_
1Plit Altars lei/biiUIt, iWbat Teen-Agers Wald
Is
Snaw." seed $1 te AbIgail Vika Rural, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Cal. 90212

No-fuss desserts
Busy with holiday hustle
and bustle? Serve cheese and
fruit for a no-fuss dessert.
Cheddar cheese is best with
tart Jonathan apples while
blue .cheese teams well with
Bosc or Anjou pears. Gouda
is perfectly mated with Golden Delicious apples while
smoky-flavored Provolone
cheese harmonizes with winter pears.

Winter cereal
For winter mornings, nothing tastes better than steaming bowls of oatmeal with
stewed prunes and brown
sugar atop. The prunes could
easily be cooked the night before. Serve with milk or
cream and you have a delicious breakfast that gets the
children and their parents off
to a nourishing and warm
start!

Theta Department
Linda Lamb of the Education,
Class at Carter Elementary
School, taught by Mrs. Thelma Warford, was honored ' at a •
birthday party held by the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
This is a special project of the
department and class members who have birthdays during
the month are given birthday
parties.
, Mrs. Neil Brown and Mrs.
Gordon Plummer of the Theta
Department served cake and
punch and presented Linda, the
only honoree this month, with a
•
special birthday gift.

-.
SMITH FAMILY
Dr. and Mrs. William F.
Smith, Jr., and family have
moved to 7303 Statton Drive,
S.E., Huntsville, Ala., where
Dr. Smith has accepted a
position with the Sperry Rand
Corporation. He is a former
associate professor in the
departmeat of physics an4
astronomy at Murray State
tintvestry-, And -gerved as an
of the First Christian
Church here.

eider

• Long and Short Styles
• Lurex, Satins, Crepes, Mole
• Samples • Special Purchases
• Many One-Of-A-Kind
• Famous Manufacturers
• Junior and Misses Sizes
• Buy Now for New Year's Parties
• Lay-Away or Use Bank Credit Cards
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An AP News Analysis

GUEST EDITORIALS

Lull In Washington Not
Expected To Last Very Long

Newsmen Slurred
Under the First Amendment to the Constitution
the right to speak, write and publish is guaranteed to
everyone. There is no requirement for a person to
establish his or her qualifications before speaking or
writing on any subject. To do so would be to etablish
a quasi-licensing system which would be unConstitutional.
A former governor of Florida, Farris Bryant,
believes that the public should be provided with the
demographic, background and pictures of newspaper
editorial writers, reporters and TV newscasters—
their education, religion, politics, marital status,
experience and sex (we don't know why he omitted
race). It would help to understand stories if he knew
these things about the writer, he says.
Public officeholders are elected to remain in office
for a set term regardless of how well they perform in
the public's interest short of malfeasance.
Newspaper editors and reporters are voted on every
day by the public and whatever shortcomings they
might have are readily apparent. Their errors of
omission or commission are rewarded by the
public's lack of confidence in and patronage of their
work
Declares the news magazine, Editor and
Publisher: "The implication that everything written
for a newspaper is colored by religion, politics, etc.,
of the writer is a slur on thousands of able editors
and reporters who try to report the news factually
regardless of their own personal backgrounds. In
addition it shows some ignorance of how reporters
and editors work: In the chain of command from
reporter to copydesk, managing editor, editor and
publisher, the personal bias of one cannot remain
uncovered for long. — Beaumont (Tex.) Journal

Answer Yes Or No
A telephone poll was conducted nationally during
the past few days to determine the reaction of
Americans to the energy crisis. Some 85 per cent of
those polled said that they are driving slower to
conserve gasoline and 70 per cent reported taking
steps to conserve electricity.
The Associated Press dispatch which reported the
results continued as follows: "However, only 63 per
cent reported in the telephone survey that they
believed the energy crisis was legitimate. They
responded 'yes' to the question: 'Do you think the
fuel shortage is a real emergency or is it being blown
out of proportion?'"
That brings up another question. Is such a poll,
with a question encompassing both sides of the issue,
valid or invalid? Answer yes or no. Or, perhaps a
combination of the two answers - yo. - Jacksonville
(Fla.) Florida Times-Union

10 Years Ago Today
Mrs. Joe Overcast, age 77, former Puryear, Tenn.,
resident, was killed on Christmas Day in a head on
collision of two cars near Effingham, Ill.
The Murray City Council last night approved a
contract between the City of Murray and Water
District No. One for the sale of city water in the
district located generally from the east city limits to
the Lake Stop Grocery.
Murray High lost to Sedalia 65 to 52 and Mayfield
beat Fulton City 75 to 63 in the opening basketball
games of the Calloway County High School Invitational Tournament.
t Mrs. Glindel Reaves and daughter, Carolyn,
i presented a program on the marimba at the meeting
it of the Business and Professional Women's Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.

I

ENERGY HOPES DASHED

Gas cutback is difficult
With the planned cutback in
gasoline production corrected
from 25 per cent to 5 per cent, the
motorist might be tempted to
think the energy crisis is not going
to hit him so hard after all. That
would be a mistake. The amount
of gasoline %vailable at corner
service stations after priority allocations have been made may
still be up to 25 per cent below normal under the now-clarified plan
put forth by Energy Administrator William E. Simon.
The administration is still determined to avoid direct rationing
of gasoline to the private consumer. That remains the least attractive course. It can still be avoided,
and the impact of the energy crisis on our economy can be minimized, if Mr. Simon's plan can be
put into effect Dec. 27 and made to
work.
Whether the plan is workable
and fair is what must be decided
in the meantime. One shortcoming is immediately visible. While
the government has drawn up an
equitable list of priority users who
would be permitted to obtain as
much gasoline as they used in
1972, the plan covers only those
who buy fuel in bulk, directly
from refineries or wholesalers.
Those who buy gasoline in smaller
quantities from retailers would be
left to join the scramble with nonpriority users for whatever fuel is
available from gas stations.
The 4underlying question is
whether the government can purposely create a shortage of gaso-

Our
readers
write

line to bolster production of heating oil and other distillates, and
then control distribution of gasoline without rationing. Mr. Simon's plan has all the earmarks
of rationing except that the
motorist is left out. He would
compete for what remains of
available gasoline after priority
users get theirs. It is wishful
thinking to assume this will not
create fertile ground for black
marketing.
The private motorist is low man
on Mr. Simon's totem pole, but he
has to be. If he is a working man
he must realize by now that his
job may depend on whether there
is enough fuel available for his
employer to stay in business. His
own car, which represents a woefully inefficient form of transpor*tation in terms of fuel consumption, has to bear the brunt of the
energy reduction.
More increases in retail prices
and more frequent "out of gas"
periods at service stations would
be inevitable 'under the administration plan, but they have been
inevitable all along. If the energy
crisis has not yet visibly affected
the volume of auto traffic on our
streets and freeways, it soon will.
While the mechanics of Mr. Simon's plan may be subject to
question and may have to be altered, he has made it clear that
the days are numbered in which
motorists can expect to obtain as
much gasoline as they want, when .
they want it — at any price.

Isn't It The Tri
by Carl Riblet Jr.r.

It is apparent that politicians, once elected to
office, do not want to chance disaster; meaning
recall to an honest,-ind -fruitful life. Hence, the
politician who feels safest is he who steers a course
that keeps to the middle of the road. Then,
ironically, he often discovers that that's where most
of the9ecidents occur.

Dear Editor:
The Ledger and Times has
given very good coverage to the
continuing discussion conSgt. Arthur E. Brandon, son of Alvin Brandon, cerning the eventual location of
received the Good Conduct Medal for services with the much needed new city
county park. Obviously it won't
the Army while serving in Korea.
,y "There is but one way for a newsbe easy to please everyone, but
Deaths reported are Mrs. Daisy Hill, age 71, and the more carefully the
paperman to look, at a politician
Zollie Norsworthy, age 63, both on December 25, and selection is considered, the
and that is down."4'iank E. Simonds
surer we should be that the best
Mrs B E Clayton, age 81, on December 24.
I
decision will have been made.
and
Mrs.
Cunningham,
of
Mr.
son
E.
Pvt.
Zane
•
In fact we think that each
Paul Cunningham of Murray Route One, is serving location
should be reviewed at
with the 33rd Infantry Regiment at Fort Kobble, all seasons of the year to be sure
t` Canal Zone.
of complete suitability. No
Winners in the 'Christmas Home Decorating doubt a check list of specific
; contest, sponsored by the Garden Department of the advantages and disadvantages
Murray Woman's Club were Mesdames Eugene of each location has been drawn
up by those involved in the
Tarry, Clarence Rohwedder, Claude Miller, M.O. decision but it is not clear to us
iWrather, W.Z. Carter, Gingles Wallis, Norman what the qualifites the so called
',Culpepper, Meredith Rogers, E.S. Outland, Henry Brandon-Flora property
(the compromise) are, that
Hargis, Gordon Moody, and Sam Hudgins.
make it worth one thousand
dollars an acre more than the
Ryan property.
It is difficult to see without
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
more explicit information, why
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
we should spend this extra
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
money which could be used for
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager •
development of the park, unless
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
there are really outstanding
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best inadvantages of the Brandonterest of our readers
National Representatives Waliace Witmer Co , 1509 Madison Ave.,
Flora site, or really serious
Memphis, Tn ; Time & Life Bldg , New York, N Y . Stephenson Bldg.,
disadvantages of the Ryan site
Detroit, Mich •
Subscription Rates: In areas serviced by carriers, $2 per month-7
for such a park. We would
payable in advance By mail elsewhere in Calloway and adjoining
appreciate clarification.
'counties $IO per year; other destinations $73 per year All mail
Sinceriely
-MstswsiNsil • S'par 4cartt stata.tata..E,n ter.ed ctgijy,a I the Post Atticee.WWI
APpedto 60ckaassikieskuii. _
Mrs. .04seti-INDISem - •
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Secretary , Social Concerns
•
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Comm
"Kissinger's jet) isn't to brine) Ev.f•Ry 800v together,
Cornmittee-7:-_
_
•
Is ttlit Im9491PrIty et its Newspaper
and DiCk decided on their owe'
310 N. 14 St., Murray, Ky..- Di-

20 Years Ago Today

The Murray Ledger & Times

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is in recess. President
Nixon has slipped away to San
Clemente for a year-end vacation. So, after a year of shocks
and crises, there is a lull in
Washington.
It won't last long.
"The past may haunt us, but
the future crowds us," Sen.
Charles McC, Mathias, R-Md.,
said in the Senate.
That seems an apt slogan for
a government which in 1974
must reach judgment on problems, shortages and scandals
disclosed during 1973.
Next November the voters
will render their judgment.
Those issues, and the way they
are handled in the months just
ahead, are likely to shape the
verdict of the 1974 congressional elections.
For much of what has happened on such problems during
1973 has been in the area of disclosure, not settlement or solution.
The energy crisis has been
confronted with a blend of government orders and requests
for voluntary conservation to
ease the shortage. When Congress adjourned until Jan. 21, it
did so without passing legislation empowering the President
to order rationing and initiate
other stringent energy measures.
There is much more to be
done to cope with the immediate shortage, and still more
to deal with it on a long-term
basis.
On the Watergate, there are
indictments, trials and more
Senate hearings ahead. There
is the House investigation into
possible impeachment proceedings against President Nixon.
Many of the matters that
have become major issues of
1973 involve methods and evidence that are means to be
used in resolving Watergate
and related cases.
For example, the question of
a special prosecutor was an issue from the time the Watergate cover-up was disclosed
early in the year. Nixon's firing
of Archibald Cox.shook the administration, drawing bitter
congressional and national reaction. So the office of special
prosecutor was left in place,
and Leon Jaworski was appointed to head it. But the
question for 1974 is not who is
the special prosecutor, but who
is indicted and prosecuted for
Watergate crimes.
So with the Senate Watergate'
hearings. Whatever the value of
disclosure for its own sake, and
that is still a subject of debate,
the mandate of the Senate committee is to assemble evidence
and recommend legislation to

make sure such abuses do not
happen again. The panel is supposed to report in two months,
although it may seek an extension.
The old business foretells other new business.
Mathias made his comment

Lake
Six I

in discussing hazards in the
misuse of national security
claims as grounds for domestic
action by the government. He
said he plans to sponsor legislation seeking to deal with the
problem and enforce the Bill of
Rights.
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Funny, Funny World
SIGNS, BUMPER STICKERS, GRAFITTI, ETC.
Sign on door of San Francisco house that has been
burglarized twice in the last six months, "PLEASE DO
NOT ENTER UNLESS CROCODILE KNOWS YOU."
A former girl's college near Oxford is now a youth hostel
but one of the buttons on the bed table still reads, "If you
require a mistress during the night, please ring."
A hot dog stand near the bus depot in West Hollywood,
California, has this sign, "BUS DRIVERS MUST HAVE
EXACT CHANGE."
A Roscommon beauty shop in Detroit is named KURL
UP & DYE.
The half-acre island in the river Avon is up for sale for
$3,750. A signboard reads, "You can sit on it, picnic on it,
fish on it even piddle on it. But you can't build on it, as It
disappears in times of flood."
On the door of a house in Scottsdale, Arizona: "WE
SHOOT EVERY 3RD SALESMAN — AND THE 2ND ONE
JUST LEFT."
Bumper Sticker on a Chevy in Santa Cruz: SAVE A
TREE — EAT A BEAVER!
On a Plymouth being driven by a young priest in Pittsburgh: KEEP THE VATICAN FUNKY.
Bumper Sticker on a VW in Palm Springs: FLYING
SAUCERS EXIST. THE AIR FORCE DOESN'T.
Poster on a window of a travel agency on Fleet Street,
London: "Visit America's famous White House. See the
colorful changing of the pickets."
Sign on the lawn of a church in Medford, Oregon: THE
COMPETITION IS TERRIFIC BUT WE'RE STILL OPEN
ON SUNDAYS.

Thoughts
A good wife who can find?

She is far more precious than jewels. — Prov. 31:10.
Look well to the hearthstone; therein all hope for America lies. — Calvin Coolidge, 30th

U.S. President.

Waeda Beane Poem A cepted
For Publication I nthology
Mrs. Loyd (Waedaj Beane has been notified that one of her
poems, "We Two," has been selected for publication in the
Kentucky State Poetry Society Anthology, according to D W.
Dauffenbach, editor, of Fern Creek.
Her poem is as follows:
"We can be nothing more
To each other, we two.
Although we seemed to bare
Some passionate kinship,
So let us then close
Tjoe door for ever,
ore we share a dream
That cannot last,
And For ever bear a hurt,
Just to snatch a few fair dreams
Which in our wildest imagination
We could not know the hurt
We would bring to others,
So we must for ever close the door

Global problem merits
international response
AMERICANS can find little solace in the knowledge that the
pain of the energy crunch is
shared by a significant portion of
the global population.
But the grim fuel statistics in
West Europe and Japan
or for
that matter in the Soviet Union
and its European satellites — support Henry Kissinger's plea for an
united response to the problem.
The secretary of state proposed
recently that the world's oilthirsty nations join in a crash program to develop new sources of
energy and conserve present supplies.
The urgency of the push to combat shortages is summed up in
KiSginger's proposed mandate for
the envisioned Energy Action
group "of senior and prestigious
individuals" — to develop an initial program within three months.
Kissinger was careful to avoid
the appearance of pitting the
"have-not" nations against the
"haves," acknowledging that the
energy shortage "is not simply a
product of the Arab-Israeli wer."
Rather, he said, "it is the inevitable consequence of the explosive
growth of worldwide demand outrunning the incentives for supply.AND KISSINGER held out the
possibility of incentives to oil-producing nations to increase their
output.and of snovenation -In lavestrnont of .0i1 profits..,
,,zogo.
boned Arab ownership of oil-marketing facilities in the United
States qs a potential spur to the

Arab nations to resume unrestricted production and shipment
of their most-wanted product.
THE ARAB production cutbacks merely accelerated a
reckoning toward which the world
has been advancing for more than
two decades. As custodians of the
largest petroleum reservoir, the
Arabs cannot be disregarded in
anticipating world demands.
A wary American public may
be apprehensive of Kissinger's
pledge of "a very major financial
and intellectual contribution" by
the United States.
But he stressed to an audience
of Europeanj
. that unlike the
American response to the Soviet
Upion's space challenge with its
1957 Sputnik, the "giant step for
mankind" in the energy dilemma
is one that must be taken in unison
with America's "closest partners."
Japan may be in the most precarious position of all U.S. allies,
second only to the United States in
petroleum use and entirely dependent upon imports for its supply.
But the European nations are
faced with an average cutback of
18 to 20 per cent — up to 40 per
cent in the beleaguered Netherlands. The energy picture painted
for the United States grows more
_dismal with every official pronouncement. "
ALL -12'-SEEI1S; have very•
thing to g!iin sad Utile to lose in.
pooling their money and talents In
a collective sea reh-feek-_iliteresis
the energy desert
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By MIKE BRANDON
hands of the flashy freshman
Ledger & Times Sports Editor guard.
It's still a few days away until
Union County, an exthe New Year and a few people ceptionally quick team with
probably have already made razzle-dazzle passing on offense
resolutions. But there aren't and a sticky full-court press,
very many people who are threatened to make a runaway
already
practicing those of the game early in the first
promises for self-improvement period.
except a group of Young men
The Braves were scalping the
from Calloway County High Lakers 14-6 before Calloway
School.
County, using the boardwork of
Ranked
as
the
best center Jesse Darnall and forbasketball team in the First ward Greg Howard, began to
Region early in the season, the whittle away at the lead.
A charity toss by Howard cut
Lakers dipped to a poor 3-5
mark and had failed to combine the margin to three points and
all the talent on the floor into a when the second free throw fell
super-team that had been from the rim, Darnall went high
to put in the rebound and the
predicted.
But Wednesday night at the Lakers were behind only 18-17.
Union County scored the last
Paducah Invitational Christmas
Tournament,
the basket of the period to take a 20Calloway County Lakers took 17 edge at the end of the
action on their resolution to quarter.
With 3:09 left in the first half
regroup and again become a
and the Lakers behind 33-25,
feared team.
And as a result of that effort, Howard went up on the
the Lakers smashed a rugged defensive end of the court and
and explosive Union County caught a wicked elbow in the
team 82-69 behind a miraculous mouth.
The Lakers lost the ball while
third quarter rally.
Union County, one of the top Howard lost a tooth and sat out
teams in the Second Region and the remainder of the game in
highly regarded throughout the the emergency room of a
state, had the misfortune of Paducah hospital.
Then off the bench, to the tune
running into a highly fired-up
Laker team that saw six men of a standing ovation, came
score in double figures and turn Wells.
His appearance didn't stun
in their most outstanding team
Unio Cqunty as the Braves
efforts of the season.
Calloway County trailed rattled off four more points to
throughout the first half and did stretch their cushion to 37-25.
By the time intermission
not take the lead until late in the
third period. But when the tame, the Braves were golding
Lakers took the advantage, they/
. a 40-33 advantage.
In the first half, Howard had
took it for the remainder of the
night and just kept adding on to 11 points while Williams added
10 and Darnall six.
the lead.
At the outset of the second
James Wells, 6-8 junior center
for the Lakers, who did not play half, the Lakers had only one
during the first 13 minutes of the goal in mind: Take the ball
game, went beserk on both ends inside to Wells.
And if the Lakers couldn't get
of the floor during the third
the ball in to him, Wells would
quarter rally.
Union County was clinging to get the ball himself by grabbing
a 49-45 lead until Wells took a an offensive rebound.
And on the defensive end of
feed from freshman guard
Tommy Futrejl„ to pull the the floor, Wells dominated the
Lakers to within a mere basket. game with his rebounding and
And then at the 3-24 mark of superb defense.
Twice in the period the
the period, sophomore guard
David Williams, who played a Lakers trimmed the margin
simply outstanding game down to four points before
swished a 15 footer to knot the Wells' basket cut the Union
count at 49 apiece
County lead down to two points
Seconds later, the takers took and then the Lakers simply
the lead when Randy Shelton drove the Braves into the
pulled off a rebound, stood in ground.
the middle of the lane and threw
Wells, who played a grand
the ball, without looking, over total of 15 minutes in the game,
his head.
led the Laker scoring with 24
The ball fell in, the points while Williams, who
Lakers went ahead and the played consistently throughout
Calloway County fans went to the game, added 16 points.
their feet in support of their
Randy Shelton, playing one of
ballclub.
his finest games, added 11
A steal and a fast break drive points as did Howard before he
by Futrell followed by Shelton's had to leave the game.
two points from under the
One of the brightest spots in
basket left Calloway County the Laker lineup was Darnall.
with a 55-49 lead and by the end The 6-1 workhorse scored 10
of the period, the shocked Union points and gave his best
County five found itself trailing rebounding and defensive ef61-52.
forts of the season.
In the third quarter, the
The sixth man to hit double
Lakers outscored the Braves 28- figures, Tommy Futrell, had a
12.
rather poor night shooting as he
Wells, who was hit with some hit only two of 10 free throws
beautiful feed passes under the and missed several first half
basket, poured in 14 points layups but stW managed 10
during the eight minute barage. points in an excellent overall
Early in the final period, performance.
Lew Martin, a 6-5 senior
Union County trimmed the
Laker lead down to five points center, paced the Union County
but by midway through the scoring with 21 points while 6-2
stanza, Wells and company was guard Bunny Lewis added 18.
What was the difference in the
coasting to a 74-60 lead.
In the final minutes, Futrell Lakers against Union County
took over the ballhandling and and the Lakers over the past
zipped between Union County few,games?
"We hustled and worked
defenders with his behind-theback dribbling and his fancy together as a team," Laker
footwork and the Braves' coach Jerry Conley said.
"Our defense was the key
chance for a rally died in the

thing in the win. We made them
take the ball outside and kept
their big men outside and were
able to take control of the
boards," Conley added.
Union County is now 6-2 for
the season while Calloway
County improves its slate to 4-5.
The Lakers will try to even
that mark at 7 p.m. Friday as
they take on a rugged St. Mary
five in a semifinal battle. The
championship game of the
tournament will be played at
7:30 p.m. Saturday.
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Awarded Franchise
BOSTON (AP) — John C.
Sterge, a Boston oil company
president, has been awarded a
franchise in the North American Soccer League.
Boston is the sixth city
awarded a NASL franchise this
month, joining Baltimore, Los
Angeles, Seattle and VanGETTING THE TIP—James Wells of Calloway County goes
couver. Other cities in the high off the hardwood to control the opening tip in the third
league are New York, Phila- quarter that saw the Lakers outscore Union County 28-12 to
delphia, Toronto, Rochester, St. provide the momentum for the 82-69 win.
Louis, Dallas and Miami.
i Staff Photo by Steve W Givens

Len Dawson Is Honored As
The NFL Man Of The Year
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Few Tickets Sold For Peach Bowl
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After Wednesday night,
however, everyone in the PTHS
gymnasium will be looking for
the number 34 of Gene Roof.
The 6-1, 175 pound sophomore
launched nearly a singlehanded attackthat nearly left a
pile of Comet-yellow uniforms
on one end of the hardwood. .
scoring 37 whopping points and
clawing for countless rebounds!
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Ignoring the international
attention being given to the
super comet, Kohoutek, which
is destined to appear Friday,
the St. Mary Vikings shoved
aside the telescopes Wednesday
night.
Instead, the fired-up Viks
went to the skies and pulled
down the First Region's topranked Carlise County Comets,
slapped them on a microscope
slide, and spent four quarters of
dissection.
For the record . . .the final
score was 87-63, but even that is
nearly an injustice to the
quality operation that the
Second District technicians
performed in the second game
of the opening round of the
Paducah Tilghman Christmas
Invitational.
And ironically, in the official
program for the tourney, the St.
Mary squad is shown to be the
smallest in terms of players of
the eight teams participating in
the 29th annual event.

21 of 22 times as a team during combine for a total eight points
which were sandwiched around
the evening, and the Viks lead
by 12-7
and Carllse Co. two other S'ik buckets to push
never again had an opportunity the advantage to 61-44 going into
the final canto.
to gain an advantage.
Roof cashed in on four more
The final eight minutes saw
scoring opportunities in the one of the finest individual
early part of the second canto, efforts that, undoubtedly, have
after St. Mary had led at the ever been witnessed in the 29
quarter-stop, 22-13. Driving in years of the PTHS tourney.
for a bank-in lay-up, he tallied Roof connected from all angles
and was fouled.. . then minutes and all floor spots to rack in 10
later he scored on consecutive points, eight of which came
floor shots from missed efforts before the entire Comet team
to allow his team to build a 31-19 had matched his scoring
bulge with 4:37 left in the half. production with 3:05 remaining
Playtnaker for the Comets, as in the contest, with the Viks
usual, during the first half was ahead, 75-53.
5-8 guard John Martin who
From that point on it was only
applied the early pressure to the a matter of the final margin.
Roof easily took scoring
Viking movement. He was
assisted by 6-1 Greg Carter who honors for the game, as well as
matched his six point scoring the evening, with his 37 points
output and keyed the last on 16 goals and a perfect five
desperate Comet attempt in the shot trip at the line. He was
followed by Cochran's 24, a fine
half to rally.
individual performance, and
Just how well the Vikings did Paxton's 12 to round out Viking
perform in the first 16 minutes double digit scorers.
can be shown on their shooting The Martins, Robert and
charts which listed 34 of 41 John, lead the
Comets,
attempts that fell through the respectively, with 20 and 14
nylon
a torrid 83 per cent. points efforts, followed by
Leading the way was Roof's Carter's 11, and senior forward
points and sophomore team- Mike Woods's 10 point conmate, Russ Cochran's 12 tribution.
markers.
Raising their mark to 10-4, St.
Whatever Comet Coach Tom Mary now advances to the
Buchanan told his warriors in tourney semi-finals against
the dressing room was in- Calloway County for a Friday
spiring.
.and his Yellowmen shootout starting at 7 pin. The
roared through the first 4:15 of Lakers, an 82-69 upset winner
the third period to outpoint St. over powerful Union County the
Mary, 24-8, to move within 10, at same night, now stand at 4-5
49-39.
heading into the clash.
22..19..20..26-87
Leading this charge was St. Mary
Robert Martin, a taller relative Carlise Co. 13..12..19..19..-63
to the other teammatenamesake, John. Robert
dumped in eight markers
during the stretch which got
Comet fans louder than any
moment since tipoff.
seemingly hours earlier in the
foul-marred contest.
But then the ole foes. . .Roof
and Cochran went to work to

The Viks got started for the
examination with a 6-1) lead with
6:57 left in the opening period
when David Paxton canned a
corner jumper. It was a bucketswapping session after that
"They're expecting a certain will be set up in the 25 other point until Paxton made a
impression and we can do one .NFL cities in the names of the daring steal, whipped the ball to
of two things — help them or players who drew the most Roof, who blasted in for the
votes from local teams.
hinder them."
"gimmie" lay-up, and was
They are:
Dawson, who is sports direcfouled.
Safety Rick Volk of Baltitor of a Kansas City radio and
He then calmly sank his free
television station, demonstrated more; 0. J. Simpson of Buf- throw, something St. Mary did
what he believes by being in- falo; Safety Neal Craig of Cinvolved in fund raising for the cinnati; defensive end Joe
Missouri Association for Re- Jones of Cleveland; running
tarded Children, the March of back Floyd Little of Denver;
Vince Dooley said there art
Dimes, the Cancer Fund and Dan Pastorini of Houston;
ATLANTA (AP) — The very few ways to practice
the Alcohol Driving Safety Pro- guard Larry Little of Miami; Maryland Terns and the Geor"when things get like this."
quarterback Jim Plunkett of gia Bulldogs have arrived in
gram.
In past years, the game has
The contest, in its fourth New England; center John Atlanta for their Dec. 28 Peach
also been plagued by rain and
year, is sponsored by a hair Schmitt of the New York Jets; Bowl meeting but the game's snow.
tonic company but adminis- defensive end Tony Cline of ticket buyers have stayed
The Bulldogs, who finished
tered by the Pro Football Hall Oakland; linebacker Andy Rus- away.
the regular season at 6-4-1, and
of Fame in Canton, Ohio. sell of Pittsburgh and wide reGeorgians have not flocked to the Terps„ 8-3, are two of the
Throughout the football season ceiver Gary Garrison of San ticket offices even though a
strongest teams the local bowl
fans were asked to vote for the Diego.
state school is in the Peach has paired.
winner.
Bowl, leaving thousands of tickGeorgia beat such teams this
Scholarships of 81,030 alse
Game Is Sellout
ets unsold. Maryland natives year as Tennessee and Auburn
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP ) — aren't helping the cause. The and the Bulldogs battled No. 1Vanderbilt officials said Terns returned more than 5,000 'ranked Alabama to a near
Wednesday night the Van- tickets to Peach Bowl officials photo finish before losing to the
derbilt-Alabama basketball because they couldn't sell Tide in the last few minutes.
them. Georgia returned 4,000.
game here Jan. 5 is a sellout.
Maryland scored 22 points on
The weather may also be a undefeated Penn State, stomThe game opens the Southeastern Conference race for problem to Peach Bowlers. For ped 'Tulane 42-9 and came withboth teams. Alabama, 4-1, is the last few days, Atlanta has in three points this year of winranked No. 13 and Vanderbilt, had rain, snow and tornado ning the Atlantic coast Conferwatches and Georgia Coach ence championship.
7-0, is No. 11.

KANSAS CITY (4131 — "If
we have the opportunity,- we
can't turn our backs on
people," says quarterback Len
Dawson of the Kansos City
Chiefs, voted the 1973 National
Football League Man of the
Year.
The award, announced
Wednesday, honors the athlete
for his civic contributions as
well as his athletic ability and
carries with it a $20,000 college
scholarship fund in the Kansas
City area in Dawson's name.
"We are in the public eye
and are easily recognizable,"
said the 17-year professional
from Purdue. "Call it hero worship if you want to, but the kids
know who we are, and what it
amounts to is that we can
reach them a little quicker.

MEMPHIS STATE

WHILE-YOU -WAIT

STEVE W. GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer

Union County 20 20 12 17-19
Calloway County
17 16 28 21-82
Union County (693—Martin
21,
Lewis
18,
Casey
10, McKamey 13, Johnson 2,
Cowen 3 and Smith 2.
Calloway County 182)—
Howard 11, Wells 24, Shelton 11,
Futrell 10, Williams 16,
Darnall 10 and Scarborough.
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Sophomore Gene Roof Paces
St Mary Romp Over Carlisle

Lakers Jolt Union County As
Six Men Hit Double Figures

ELETAN
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Laussurr. Tic*
CO*5111015
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I -3- 74.
MUSKINCAPA
NEW ME XICO IT
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1
4=X00540
ST. LOUIS *
• P. SA PT1ST
TIEN *I.A TX
`YEA
VIRe39NA
31.1156/141. STATE
VIRGINIA TECH

MIAMI

17

014.0 006.419SC AN
WICHITA
N. W OKLAHOMA
DANA
SANTA ism/NARA
Al* FORCE
1104/TH FLORIDX
CONIKAT sT A u
NILLSIDALC

24
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7
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c.11/ RATio.c5 SE1ViCE

.5TYIPIOURIN4
NO .CANO.S/CIIL
C. KENTUCKY
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054

COUGH MIXTURE
31
/
4-oz. Bottle
Reg. '1.29 744
Sweet 'It Low
Granulated Sugar
Subsbtute

Royal Herbal
Essence

DOANS PILLS
For relief of nagging
backache.

Shampoo
with Protein

49'

40 pills
Re.. '1.20

74;

Gillette
...RIGHT GUARD
8-31, MIS Reg.
Your Choice
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Bryant Upset Over The
Tide's Practice Drill
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Stan Smith And Connors Pro Cage
Standings
Team
Left Off Davis Cup

Tulane, the nation's No. "17 (East vs. West) at Honolulu on
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Right now, Paul "Bear" team, meets 14th-ranked Hous- Jan. 5; the All-American Bowl
Bryant wouldn't give a deflated ton in the Astro-Blubonnet (North vs. South) at Tampa,
NBA
Eastern Conference
football for Alabama's chances Bowl; No. 11 Texas Tech faces Fla. on Jan. 6 and the Senior
Division
Atlantic
Bowl (North vs. South) at MoNo. 20 Tennessee in the Gator
in the Sugar Bowl.
W L Pct. G.B.
capAustralia
before
record
Tom
—
Missouri
YORK
NEW
vs.
Auburn
Boston
12.
it's
Jan.
on
27 6 816
Ala.
bile,
Bowl;
"We couldn't make a first
21 16 568 8
Despite all this bowl activity, Gorman and Erik Van Dillen, tured the cup, blanking the .New York
down against the scout tearn,", in the Sun Bowl and the Shrine
417 13'
15 21
Buffalo
the angry Bear said after ob- Bowl is a charity all-star game most eyes will be on the Sugar members of the 1973 Davis Cup Americans in what was Smith's Philadelphia
Ti 2.4 .314 17
were
team,
bowl
Round
in
Division
Challenge
involved
Central
not
unare
players
teams
both
of
since
Bowl,
serving Alabama's practice
sixth consecutive Challenge
20 13 606 -Capital
defeated and could conceivably named to the initial 1974 squad Round.
games.
Wednesday.
500 3' 7
lu 17
Atlanta
Wednesday, but the nation's
i,fter Alabama settles things settle the national title.
14 24 368 8'
Cleveland
The Alabama coach ran his
join
Connors was invited to
12 25 324 10
Houston
Bryant was pleased with his two top tennis players, Stan but declined.
lth Note Dame, college footoffensive regulars through a
Western Conference
workout against the "scout / 11 will follow with a 1-2-3 defensive unit, but said: "look- Smith and Jimmy Connors,
Gorman, of Seattle, Wash., is
Midwest Division
7 800
.28
ing at the offense, you'd never were notably absent from the playing on the squad for the Milwaukee
team," a squad designated to punch of bowl games on New
703 3
26 11
approximate Notre Dame's de- Year's Day — the Rose Bowl, know they had won 11 games." list compiled by team captain third straight year while Van Chicago
22 15 .595 7
Detroit
Bowl.
Ralston.
Orange
Cotton Bowl and
"We weren't coming off the Dennis
12 26 316 17',
fense.
Dillen, of San Mateo, Calif., is K C Omaha
Pacific Division
Ralston, non-playing captain 8-1 in doubles and 1-1 in singles
In the Rose Bowl at Pasa- ball, we weren't catching the
17 .541
20
The top-ranked Crimson Tide dena, Calif., fourth-ranked Ohio
Angeles
Los
ball, the ends weren't blocking of the U.S. Davis Cup team for in three Davis Cup seasons.
16 15 516 1
Golden St.
meets the third-rated Fighting State takes on seventh-ranked
also
year,
straight
third
15 20 .429 4
anybody and the backs were the
Portland
Irish in the Sugar Bowl this
14 22 389 5' .
Pasarell, of Puerto Rico, Phoenix
Pasarell, HarCot- awfully slow," said Bryant.
the
Charles
In
named
California.
Southern
15 26 366 7
Seattle
Monday night in a game that ton Bowl at Dallas, No. 8 Texas
old Solomon and Roscoe Tanner played in zone matches in 1966,
fulla
hold
again
will
Bryant
ABA
will probably decide the my- faces No. 12 Nebraska. Penn
excluded
then
and
1968
and
1967
Wednesday.
squad
the
to
speed drill today.
Eastern Division
thical national college football State, the country's No. 6 team,
W L Pct. G.B.
Smith, of Sea Pines, S.C., and himself from Davis Cup comNotre Dame staged its first
24 la .632 -championship.
Carolina
plays No. 13 Louisiana State in
workout in a week. The Fight- Connors, of Belleville, Ill., are petition when he joined World Kentucky
22 13 629 '2
HowTennis.
Championship
the
by
1973
for
1
No.
The
Miami.
in
York
23 14 622
New
ing Irish, kept indoors for a co-ranked
The New Year's Eve game the Orange Bowl
be10 22 313 11
Virginia
agreement
an
under
ever,
while because of snow, had a United States Lawn Tennis Aswill spice a busy weekend of Rose Bowl and Cotton Bowl are
10 27 27(!„13, 2
Memphis
and the USLTA,
WCT
tween
the
skipped
Smith
sociation.
Orange
the
conwhile
heavy
games,
day
of
starting
workout
activity,
two-hour
West Division
bowl game
now
can
pros
contract
Play
against
Utah
15 583 —
21
opener
Cup
Davis
1973
night.
at
tact drills. The Fighting Irish
with the Peach Bowl at Atlanta Bowl will be staged
19 19 500 3
San Antonio
Oklahoma, the second-ranked
planned another workout today Mexico but joined the team for Davis Cup. Solomon, of Silver Indiana
Friday night between Maryland
18 18 500 3
team in America, has been dis16 17 485 3' 1
before leaving for New Orleans the second elimination round Spring, Md., was 2-0 in 1973 sin- Denver
and Georgia.
447 5
17 21
Diego
events.
San
gles
5-1
a
had
He
Chile.
competition
bowl
against
Friday,
Four college football games qualified from
will be played Saturday — the by the National Collegiate AthAstro-Bluebonnet Bowl in Hous- letic Association because of reBLOCKED SHOT—Greg Howard (231 of Callost ay County, oho ton; the Gator Bowl in Jackson- cruiting violations.
The college football season
o as injured is the second period of action, blocks a shot of an ville, Fla.; the Sun Bowl at El
Paso, Tex., and the East-West officially winds up with three
unidentified t nion County player.
Francisco. all-star games: the Hulu Bowl
tssid Photo by Steve W.Givens Shrine Bowl at San

Upsets Mark Opening
Round Cage Tourneys
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The underdog went overboard
in college basketball Wednesday night.
A basketful of upsets studded
holiday tournament play with
California, Missouri, Florida
and Duke among the surprise
packages.
California upset Penn 64-63 in
a first-round game of the Quaker City Tournament in Philadelphia.
Missouri shocked Oklahoma
73-70 in the Big Eight Tournament in Kansas City.
Florida stunned Jacksonville
64-62 and Duke did the same to
Western Kentucky, 75-69, in the
Gator Bowl at Jacksonville,
Fla.
Carl :Meier's free throw with
two seconds left pulled California over Penn, one of the favorites in this year's Quaker City
It was only the third loss at the
Palestra in five years for the
Ivy League team.
The game was the second of
a doubleheader. Ron Brown
scored four of his 13 points in
overtime to lead Penn State to
a come-from-behind 73-67 victory over Forciham.
The Quaker City tourney continued today with Temple, Cincinnati, Harvard and St. Bonaventure participating.
Missouri came from behind
on field goals by Steve Dangos
and Al Eberhard in the last
eight minutes to beat favored
Oklahoma. The Sooners had 11point leads four times in the
first half before buckling under
the Missouri heat.
After the Tigers' stunner,
Colorado edged Kansas 73-71 in
the night's second game on
three free throws in the last
two minutes by substitute Pat
Kelly.
That left four more teams to
finish up first-round games in
the. Big Eight tonight — Ne-

"Too much New Years!"
Relax and enjoy the New
Year by having adequate
insurance to protect you
from serious financial loss.
All of us at Murray Insuraritte Agency wou.a)
HAPPY NEW YEAR

INSURANCE AGENCY
BEI AIR CENTER

A

753 4751

braska, Kansas State, Oklahoma State and Iowa State.
Freshman Norman Caldwell
scored a field goal with 37 seconds left to wrap up Florida's
victory over Jacksonville. Kevin Billerrnan hit a jump shot
with two minutes to play and
Duke returned from a 14-point
deficit to beat Western Kentucky.
The two upsets put the favored teams in tonight's consolation matchup while Duke
and Florida battled for the Gator Bowl championship.
Some of the favorites won
big.
Southern California, led by
Bob Trowbridge's 24 points,
overpowered Southwestern University of Texas 98-76 in the
All-College tournament in Oklahoma City.
Ron Sellers hit two free

Texas Tech Coach
Says Team Is Ready

— "We may be a little behind
Tennessee in preparations, but
I'm sure we're ahead mentally," Texas Tech Coach Jim
Carlen said as his team prepared for Saturday night's Gator Bowl football game.
He gave the Red Raiders a
throws to give Rutgers a six- few days at home for Christpoint lead and the Scarlet mas before regrouping and
Knights used the stall to per- coming here Wednesday for
fection in beating Oklahoma three final workouts,
City in the other All-College
Tennessee Coach Bill Battle
game Wednesday night.
gave his players an early
Houston, Weber State, Oral Christmas at home and has
Roberts and Virginia Tech are been working them hard here
in action tonight in the All-Col- all week, including a scrimlege affair.
mage on the holiday.
Indiana outclassed Brigham
"I believe in the philosophy
Young 96-52 and Oregon State of Bobby Dodd that you take
blasted Army 82-54 in the Far the fun out of a bowl game for
West Classic in Portland, Ore. the kids if you work them too
The Far West Classic fea- hard," C,arlen said. "I'm sure
tures West Virginia, Oregon, they feel better because they
Texas and Washington tonight. had a chance to relax during
In an opening-round game of Christmas holidays. This is a
the Rainbow Classic in Hono- great bunch and they'll catch
lulu Wednesday night, Ron up.''
Righter scored 18 of his gameCarlen was an assistant unhigh 26 points in the second der Dodd at Georgia Tech behalf to lead St. Joseph's ( Pa.) fore head coaching jobs at West
to a 72-65 victory over Washing- Virginia in 1966-69 and Texas
ton State.
Tech since 1970.

Toronto Pounds Leafs
9-2 In League Action
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Penguins 2, Red Wings 2
Montreal's Michel Plasse
Syl Apps scored with just
made 36 saves against the To- three minutes left in the game
ronto Maple Leafs Wednesday to gain a tie for the Penguins.
night.
Detroit had moved ahead just
But it was the nine he didn't 1:01 earlier on a 15-foot shot by
make which prompted Claude Billy Collins.
Ruel, the former coach of the
Rings 3, Black Haiti,t
Canadiens who now serves as
Torn Williams fired a carom
the team's director of player shot off the backboatds that
personnel, to comment: "I can- bounced back in front of the
not remember such a loss."
net, then flipped the puck past
Rookie Lanny McDonald Black Hawks goalie Tony Esposcored two goals and seven oth- sito at 13:39 of the third period
er Toronto players had one to lift the Kings into a tie with
apiece as the Maple Leafs the Black Hawks.
pounded the Canadiens 9-2 in
The draw left Chicago one
National Hockey League action. point behind first-place PhilaThe Maple Leafs, leading 2-1 delphia in the NHL West.
after the first period, broke the
game open in the second period, taking advantage of the
porous Montreal defense for
four goals.
Besides McDonald, the Toronto goal scorers were Paul
When
HOUSTON (API
Henderson, Rick Kehoe, Inge
Steve and Mike Foley were
Hammarstrom, Bob Neely,
and their parents
Dave Keon, Jim McKenny and youngsters
to go play in the trafthem
told
Daryl Sittler.
fic, neighbors didn't get the
Rangers 2, Flyers 1
Power-play goals by Rod Gil- wrong idea.
They knew the Foley boys
bert and Ted Irvine accounted
on the esplafor the Rangers' scoring, and a practiced football
in front of
key defensive move by defense- nade of the street
while traffic
house
their
preserved
man Gilles Marotte
whizzed past on either side.
the victory over the Flyers.
"It taught me to be very acNorth Stars 1, Islanders 0
and my brothers to be
curate
DesGerry
goalie
Islanders
to catch the ball,"
very
sure
jardins made 43 saves, but it
was Minnesota's Cesar Ma- Steve explained.
Steve and Mike will display
niago who got the shutout. Lou
talents to more than passtheir
Nanne's goal in the final miners-by Saturday when they join
ute of the first period took the
of their Tulane Green
luster off a superb performance the rest
Wave teammates against the
by Desjardins.
University, of Houston in the
Canucks4, Golden Seals 4 ,
-11111 :annual listro-filueborinct
.
Bob*
by
goals
-period
Third
Schinauti, Peter- Ververgsert posyi in the a!istrodcape.
Steve also Sea:Me an artful
and Paulin Bordeleau helped
dodger during his development
Seals_
the
beat
Canucks
the
and he'll
Vancouver fired 43 shots at Bob as a football player
likely display both talents SatChampoux, while California got_
urday against the 14th-ranked
off only 18 at Jacques Caron.

SOCCER
NEW YORK — Boston was
awarded a franchise in the
Soccer
American
North
League

Foley Brothers Played
In The Traffic Before
Cougars.
In Tulane's season opener
against Boston College, Steve
scrambled for touchdowns of 35
and 51 yards and threw a 12yard pass for a third TD. He
also ran for a 72-yard touchdown against VMI.
"Its hard to scramble with no
blocking and I've had excellent
blocking all year, A lot of
people
think
when
you
scramble its just the quarterback on his own without any
blocking.
Both teams re-assembied
Wednesday following a Christ
mas break for workouts in the
Astrodome The teams slated
workouts today and Friday prior to Saturday's game.
-Tniane 'Comb Ramie .Ellender said Wednesday's workout
was good "with a few Monday
mistakes. It'll take a few clays
to get used te the Astrodome.
It's a different atmosphere.
Nothing bad, just different."
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SALE priced NOW
at

Sears CATALOG SALES OFFICE
--

THUR, FRI, SAT

DECEMBER 27, 28, 29

Sears Lowest Ever 1788*
for an 8-track Stereo
Play and Record System
WAS $147.95
this post spring

• Push button function selector
• Slide-type controls for bass, treble, balance, volume
• AM/FM stereo receiver
'9135
X411181

Portable
19-in.
COLOR TV

$35128

Rtlballadliwilv"*"'.01r*a., •

CUTS 0
4111111w

TO S'

•Zt

WAS $6.79
SC

141

30-in. Electric Range
416aVA' with Automatic Oven

19063

THE]

CUT
24%

WAS $401.35
this post fall

• Largest picture Sears offers on any
any color portable
' block
• One-button color, Chromix4
matrix picture tube

, Cut $30

I

EMERAU DE

DELIVERED with rormal installatm

Tickets Available
DALLAS ( AP) — The Dallas
Cowboys said Wednesday night
they still had 5,000 tickets for
the NFC playoff game Sunday
with the Minnesota Vikings.
A spokesman for the club
said it was touch-and-go whether the game would be televised
locally. The remaining tickets
must be sold by noon Thursday
to make the TV broadcast possible.
A total of 13 ticket offices will
be open in the 43allas-Fort
Worth area Thursday morning.
The same offices sold 14,000
tickets Wednesday to the NFC
championship game.
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Twin-tone Nylon Pile Shag
• Thick, lustrous, 1 -in, deep pile
• 9 beautiful colors to choose from
• Fat, fluffy strands and twisty thinner
ones for texture interest

WAS S220.70
this past fall

DELIVERED with normal installation

Did yc
Hundi
Beach
you yt

Beadt

Visi-bakee oven door
• Lift-up cooktop and removable oven
door for easy cleaning

beaut
the Hi
hotel
Tenni
D)n)nl

• Colors just $S more

short

•

HORor

'VA

Cet down on food costs with this 5-HP
SINGLE-SPEED ROTO-SPADER
95* CUT $26
S
95
2W0A1.S

175

• Briggs & Stroffon• vertical-shaft, 5-HP
engine
• Power reverse, worm gear drive
• Cuts swath 13 or 26 inches wide

make
these
Servi,
Hiltor
write

0
401,/)‘Lieede
.
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•

x29305

SAVE 25% per Tire

573162

ON SEARS NEW

CUT 20%

SEAS LOWEST PRICE EVER
for this ALUMINUM
STORM-SCREEN DOOR
WAS 113.5.9.5
$(
this past fall
876*
white

RADIAL "36" TIRES
2 polyester cord radial body
plies ond 4 rayon cord belts

2686

678-13 Tabelsos Whitewall

WAS86 $
IA,

multit
eadti

lin 51.9i
*
F.E.T.

381

• Extra-strong built-in tempered glass insert
• SEors strongest 11
4-inch enamel-finish
/
aluminum frame
• Fiberglas insulated kickplate helps keep
Out moisture and cold

Other sizes available at
same 25% price cut

Catalog price - does met iNcliede shiapino or r imstalbittim,
•

•

SHOP BY- Fit ONE .dial 753-2310'
_South Side Shopping'Center Murray, Kentucky --
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Dibley Embarassed Over
Winning A Forfeit Match
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MELBOURNE,
Australia
AP) - Colin Dibley was relieved about advancing to the
second round of the $74,000 Australian Open tennis championships, but felt embarassed
about winning when Neale Fraser defaulted.
Fraser, non-playing captain
of the 1973 Australian Davis
Cup team, won the first set
against Dibley 6-2 in the opening round match, and was leading the second set 6-5 when he
stunned the crowd by defaulting.
"I don't think it would have
served any purpose for me to
continue into the second
round," said the 40-year-old
Fraser. "Dibley is a better
player than I and will fare better in this tournament."
Dibley, a member of the victorious 1973 Australian Davis
Cup squad, had mixed feelings.
"I'm grateful to be in the
second round, but also embarassed that I went through in
this way," Dibley said about
Fraser's default.

•
-

PORTS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Artis Gilmore and Dan Issel
helped the Kentucky Colonels
overcome a 50-45 first-half lead
by Indiana as the Colonels
downed the Pacers 106-78 in a
turn-around game Wednesday
night at Freedom Hall.
The Colonels outscored Indiana 61-28 after intermission,
as the Pacers managed to connect on only 11 of 42 field goal
attempts.
A smooth-operating Kentucky
defense and strong board play
sustained an offensive that saw
Gilmore collect 27 rebounds
and Issel pump in a game high
of 28 points.
Gilmore added 19 points,
Walt Simon put in 14 and Collis
Jones contributed another 11
for the victors.
George McGinnis led the Pacers in scoring with 17. Only
four of those points came after
intermission. Bob Netolicky led
Indiana in the second half with
*even points, Aq4,ahing with 13
for the evening.
Kentucky pushed its record to
22-13, while the Pacers evened
their mark at 18-18.
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Other men advancing to the
second round included Bjorn
Borg of Sweden, who ousted
Theis Ropecke of West Germany 6-7, 6-3, 6-1; Jimrny Connors
of Belleville, Ill., who defeated
Jean Haillet of France 6-1, 7-5,
and John Neycombe of Australia, who beat K. Hirai of Japan
6-2, 6-4.
American women advancing
to the second round included
Julie Heldman of New York, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Ann Kiyomura of San Mateo,
Virginia Squires Coach Al
Calif., and Pam Teeguarden of Bianchi professes a morsel of
Los Angeles.
coaching strategy that reaps
Miss Heldman downed Wendy victories - don't take out a
Paish of Australia 6-3, 6-3, Miss player who's performing well.
Kiyomura beat Jan Griffiths of
Bianchi saw his philosophy
Australia 6-1, 6-3 and Miss Tee- substantiated Wednesday night
guarden topped Nora Lautesla- after George Irvine replaced
ger of The Netherlands 6-1, 6-3. foul-plagued George Carter in
Jackie Fayter of Great Brit- the second half of the Squires'
ain ousted Joy Schwikert of Las American Basketball AssociVegas, Nev., 6-3, 6-2.
ation game against the Denver

Colonels Explode
To Whip Indiana

•

CHRISTMAS

Irvine Paces Squires To A
118-113 Victory Over Denver
Rockets. Irvine poured in 12 of
his personal season-high 16
points in the final quarter,
guiding the Squires to a 118-113
triumph over the fast-finishing
Rockets.
"Irvine was playing so well, I
didn't put Carter back in," said
Bianshi. "When a player's going welr;you don't want to take
him out." ,
In other ABA games, Memphis edged San Antonio 96-95,

Bullets Rally To Gun
Down The Bulls 82-81
Capital Coach K. C. Jones is
resigned to his team clawing
from behind late in a game and
then struggling to victory with
a last-ditch effort. But it's beginning to grind on his nerves.
'We've been a second-half
team all season," said Jones
after Elvin Hayes capped a
tedious uphill struggle with
three straight jump shots, giving the Bullets an 82-81 National Basketball Association victory over the Chicago Bulls
Wednesday night.
"It's a sign of a good team to
be able to come from behind,"
he said, pausing a moment and
then adding:
"But just once I'd like to see
a strong first half."
The Bullets trailed throughout the contest until Hayes connected on the first of his three
shots with 2:19 left, giving Capital a 78-77 lead. Hayes then
added the other two baskets.
Mike Riordan led the rally,
scoripg all of his 22 points in
the second half and helping
Capital register its first victory
over the Bulls since Jan. 7,
1972.

THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED PLACES
TO STAY IN THE PALM BEACHES...
BUT ONLY ONE
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Did you know There Are A Couple of
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts, all Oceanview rooms, Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a
multitude of Florida attractions and golf
c3orses7 But-did you Know You can
make a reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Duality and
Service-Either contact your local
Hilton Reservation Service or
write or phone us directly.

r-w.r.* •

Write or phone
Telephone: 305/848-5502

THE HILTON INN
3800 NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH,' FLA. 33404

In other NBA action, Boston
shaded Buffalo 125-123, the New
York Nets beat Detroit 96-91,
Milwaukee whipped Cleveland
123-110, Atlanta swamped Philadelphia 145-118, Houston defeated Kansas City-Omaha 11095 and Seattle beat LAS Angeles
129-105.
Bucks 123, Cavaliers 110
Abdul Jabber tallied a personal season-high performance
of 38 points and helped the
Bucks end a two-game losing
streak with their 300th victory
in 5'02 seasons under Coach
Larry Costello, an honor shared
by nine other coaches in the
league's history.
Celtics 125, Braves 123
Jo Jo White's jump shot with
two seconds left powered the
Celtics to their 21st consecutive
victory over the Braves, who
have never beaten Boston since
joining the NBA in 1970.
Knicks 96, Pistons 91
Dave DeBusachere hit two

baskets and two free throws
during a fourth-period surge in
which the Knicks outscored the
Pistons 12-4 and grabbed an 8584 lead with 6:09 remaining.
Hawks 145, 76ers 118
Lou Hudson recorded 35
points and Pete Maravich
scored 30, helping the Hawks
post their fourth victory in five
games.
Rockets 110, Kings 95
Calvin Murphy scored 33
points and led Houston's defense by limiting Kings' standout Nate Archibald to only six
points. The Rockets led 24-14
after the opening quarter and
held a 47-37 halftime bulge enroute to ending an eight-game
losing streak.
SuperSoules 129, Lakers 105
Jim Fox set a team record
with 30 rebounds, collected 25
points and had nine assists for
the Sonics.
Gail Goodrich led the Lakers
with 26 points.

111111115rallb

Carolina beat the New York
Nets 105-95, Kentucky crushed
Indiana 106-78 and Utah topped
San Diego 102-98.
Cougars 105, Nets 95
Ted McLain, who scored 19
points, set a league record with
12 steals and Mack Calvin contributed 21 points for the Cougars.
4.••••••
"We needed this one," said
McClain, who broke the former
1 41.
mark of 10 steals set by team•ill.,
mate Joe Caldwell.
P.411
Julius Erving of New York
•
4,:?
led all scorers with 32 points.
/
4
,
•
Tams 96, Spurs 95
Dennis Layton, who signed
with Memphis earlier in the
day, scored five of his team's
final six points, enabling the
Tams to end a 13-game losing
streak.
Layton, who finished with 13
points, made his ABA debut
after playing with National
Basketball Association teams
for three years.
alb •
San Antonio's James Silas led
all players with 23 points and
the Tams' George Thompson
had 20.
Colonels 106, Indiana 78
Dan Issel and Artis Gilmore
fired a second-half comeback in
which the Colonels outscored
the Pacers 61-28 after Indiana
took a 50-45 halftime lead.
Issel collected game scoring
honors with 28 points and Gilmore added 19.
Stars 102, Conquistadors 98
Ron Boone tallied 34 points
and Utah moved into a threegame lead over Indiana and
San Antonio in the ABA West.
Travis Grant paced San
Diego with 24 points and Willie
Wise added 18 for Utah.
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Leland Going Strong
As A Ski Instructor
SPOUT SPRINGS, Ore. ( AP)
- When Leland Osborn was in
his 70s someone asked him
when he would stop looking at"
ski bunnies in stretch pants.
"I don't know, you'll have to
ask my dad," he replied.
Leland's father, 101 at the
time, said he didn't know either.
And Leland, now 82, is still
looking and skiing. He's the
oldest registered ski instructor
in the nation.
Not only does he teach skiing
four days a week, he occasionally moonlights as a physical
education instructor at the
Walla Walla YMCA.
He first stepped on a pair of
skis in his Gaylord, Mich.,
hometown before coming to
Washington in 1910.
"I was living in Bellingham
and when the winter came and
we had about a foot and a half
of snow on the ground I decided
to make a pair of skis. They
were pretty rough, but they did
the job."
He climbed to the top of the
town's tallest hill and skied
straight. down. "I had to fall
when I got to the trolley line or
I would probably haw been ran
over by a street car.
He began teaching in the
Blue Mountains in 1933, three
years before he took any formal instructions. In 1936 he attended a week-long clinic
taught by a disciple of the famed Hannes Shneider, developer
of the Arlberg technique.
He spent the whole week
learning the correct snow plow.
"That is all we did for a

week. Only four of us were able.
to stick it out. It was tough but
it was worth learning."
Nearly 40 years later the
snow plow is still the first lesson in ski school.
But the facilities have
changed. In 1933 "when you
could drive as close as 12 miles
before leaving your cars you
figured you had it made."
He still prefers women students "between the ages of 18
and 40. They are nice to get
along with and they're eager to
learn."
"Yeah, he's quite a guy,"
notes one female student. "But
watch him, he pinches"

FOOTBALL .
CANTON, Ohio - Kansas
City Chiefs' quarterback Len
Dawson was voted the 1973 National Football League Man of
the Year. The award, which
honors an NFL player for his
civic contributions as well as
his athletic ability, will result
in a college scholarship fwiiihn
Dawson's name.
TENNIS .
MELBOURNE, Australia Jimmy Connors of Belleville,
eliminated Jean Haillet of
France 6-1, 7-5 and advanced to
the second round of the $74,000
Australian Open Tennis Tournament, while Neale Fraser defaulted to fellow Australian Colin Dibley, saying Dibley was
the stronger _player.

Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate - 108 E. 12th St., Benton
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For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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Hopkinsville Judge Charges
Conflict Of Interest In Funds
HOPKINSVILLE, K. (AP) considered funds for a Hopkins— Hopkinsville City Judge Paul vile drug-abuse program.
'Rimer has charged that Ken- - In an interview. Turner said
tucky State Police Director he was present at a hearing in
L.C. Pyles acted from a con% which the committee denied for
filet of interest in a recent po- the second time a request from
lice committee meeting which the Pennyroyal Regional Crime
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Henry County Couple Die
In Fire Near State Line

Commission for two grants of
about $65,000 for expansion of
the drug abuse program.
In a statement made Wednesday, the judge said the police
committee "did not seriously
question the merit of the projects, but appeared to be greatly
influenced by the statements of
Colonel Pyles, the director of
the Kentucky State Police and
a member of the conunittee."
Turner charged that Pyles
"in effect stated that the State
Police could handle these I drug
control) matters."..
The Kentucky Crime Commission grants would have,provided about $54,000 for a twoman undercover drug team and
about $11,000 to set up a drug
analysis laboratory at Jennie
Stuart Hospital.
is somewhat ironic that
the State Crime Commission's
own staff admitted the situation
in Christian County when they
determined that such a drug
team was required and drew
the plans for this program and
set forth its need and justification in its own manual..." Turner said.
Grants totalling more than
$750,000 for several State Police
programs are also pending before the committee, according
to Turner. He said he understood some of the programs
"would include the areas covered by our proposed grants.
"This is an obvious conflict of
interest when one considers
that any of the grants going to
the State Police will come
directly under his ( Pyles') supervision."

MARCH OF DIMES—Eugene Usher, chairman of the Jackson Purchase chapter of the March of
Dimes, Mayfield i left) holds Lee Kinsey. local poster child and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kinsey
of Sedalia. With the two are Mrs 'nen Mays, Mayfield Mothers March co-chairman, and Paul
Phillips, Graves County campaign chairman. The Jackson Purchase chapter includes Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman. Fulton, Graves, McCracken, Livingston, Marshall, Calloway, Crittenden,
Caldwell, Lyon, and Trigg Counties

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Volunteers will conduct the
traditional "March of Dimes"
in
fund-railing
January
throughout the Jackson Purchase, according to Eugene
Usher, Mayfield, chairman of
the Jackson Purchase chapter
of the National Foundation
March of Dunes.
Usher said the Mothers
March will be the main item of
the January agenda in six area
communities. Mrs. Chapman
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Jennings, Paducah,will serve
as chairman of the march on
Sunday, Jan. 13, with more than
600 volubteers scheduled to
participate.
Mrs. Inell Mays and Dr.
Charlene Hill, both of Mayfield,
will co-chair a march on
Thursday, Jan. 17. Mrs. Mary
Joy Martin will assist with the
preparations which will include
more than 50 marchers in the
city and county.
Mrs. Lorna Pavon of Cadiz
has scheduled the march in
Cadiz for the weekend of Jan.
18-20 Some 50 members of the
Cadiz Woman's Club will serve
as volunteer marchers.
Mrs. Linda Venza and Mrs.
Glenda Roos are co-chairmen of
the campaign in the Murray
area. Working with the
Newcomers Club, they will be
canvassing the community
during the third week in
January.
Marchers in Clinton and
Calvert City are planned later
in the month. Mrs. Virginia
Fewell is campaign chairman
in Clinton with Mrs. Truman
Allison working as Mothers
March chairman. The Calvert
City campaign will be conducted by members of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha sorority, Alpha
Chi chapter.
The Jackson
Purchase
chapter collected $34,000 in the
13 counties in 1973. A portion of
the funds went to research
grants sponsored by the
National Foundation and to
more than 100 medical centers
across the country which
provide intensive care nurseries and birth defects clinics.
In Kentucky, the March of
Dimes has invested nearly
9100,000 in a research grant and
two birth defects centers in
Louisville and Lexington.
Funds retained in the local
chapter were used to provide a
new bronchiofibroscope for the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The equipment can
detect congenital lung and
gastric difficulties and enable
doctors to provide early
treatment. A )arge portion of
the local funds assisted families
whose children
required
treatment for birth defects.
Literature or information
from the March of Dimes may
be obtained from the local
Paducah office in the Citizens
Band Bldg., or by calling 4438603.

Prefiled Bill
Would Raise
Tocklpeed
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
bill has been prefiled for the
1974 General Assembly that
would raise the speed limits for
the trucks on Kentucky highways from 50 to 60 miles per
hour.
The bill, prefiled by Rep.Elect Archie N. Romines, DLouisville, would apply to
trucks and semitrailer trucks
on highways outside business or
residential districts.
Other prefiled bills released
Wednesday included measures
that would:
—exempt any political subdivision of the state from having to pay the state sales tax,
prefiled by Rep. John Isler, D—
Covington.
—require towed vehicles, as
well as slow-moving Or motbrless veilic-1es, to havc- Ct leaztone flashing amber light on the
extreme rear end, also preffled
by Romines

Federal State Market News
Service December 27, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 273 Est. 300
Barrows & Gilts fully $1.00
lower Sows 50 cents to $1.00
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 40.50-41.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 39.75-40.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 38.75-39.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 37.75-38.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 32.50-33.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 32.00-33.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 31.00-32.00
Boars 24.00-28 00

Police and fire authorities in Revs. Bill Smith and F.C.
Henry County, Tenn., ap- Prince officiating. Final rites
parently have not yet answered were held at one p.m. Wedall questions surrounding the nesday at Bowling Funeral
deaths of a young Henry County Home in London, Ky., with
couple who burned to death in a burial in Pine Top Cemetery.
The daughter of Alvis Brown
car Friday night.
Authorities have identified of Buchanan Route 1 and Mrs.
Margie Haines of North Poplar
the girl as 16-year-old Debra
Street, Paris, Tenn., both of
Kaye Brown of Buchanan
whom survive, she was born
Tenn., Route One.
July
8, 1957, in Laurel County,
Positive identification came
Ky. She was a sophomore at
more than 24 hours after she
Henry County High School and
and her companion, 20-year-old
a
member of Mt. Sinai Baptist
Richard Randy Freeland, were
-found in the still smoldering car Church.
parents, she
Besides
her
east
of
and
a
half
mile
about a
Clayton Store, just south of the leaves a brother, Alvis Lynn
Brown of Buchanan Route 1.
Kentucky state line.
The bodies were discovered - Services for Richard Randall
about noon Saturday when a Freeland, were held at one p.m.
man reported a burned-out car Monday in LeDon Chapel at
to the sheriff's office. One tire Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
on the car was still smoldering Tenn., with burial in Bethel
when officers arrived on the Cemetery.
scene.
Freeland, a Celotex Corp.
Henry County Sheriff Leon
employe, was born Aug. 20,
Williams said his office, along
1953, in Calloway County, Ky.
with the office of the state fire
He was the son Of Joseph J.
marshal, was continuing its
Freeland of Buchanan Route 1
investigation. He said he hoped and
the late Sarah McHaleny
to have further information
Freeland. He made his home
possibly by late this week.
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Williams said there is some
Mrs. Noble Freeland. Also
speculation that the couple was
surviving is a brother, Larry
overcome by carbon monoxide
Joe Freeland of Paris.
poisoning before the fire.
"The tailpipe of the car was
Freeland served two ana a
close enough to the ground for
half years in the Army at Fort
us to tell that the boy had raced
Benning, Ga., before returning
his engine quite a bit at some
to Paris and becoming emPoint in time," Sheriff Williams ployed in the
chemical
said. "But, other than that, we
department of Celotex.
jusi don't know much."
Pallbearers for the funeral
Services for Miss Brown, 16, were David Robinson, Ricky
of Buchanan Route 1, were held Lowe, Tommy Paschall, Steve
at 10 a.m. Tuesday at Ridgeway White, Tommy Ferguson and
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with Don Green,
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Watch the Murray Ledger & Times
for the First Baby of 1974
Local merchants will sponsor
valuable prizes for the contest
Look for the contest rules and stories on sponsoring
merchants for the contest to be run Saturday.
4'
411.
Sponsors To Date Include:
• Peoples Bank
• Bank of Murray

• Storey's Food Giant
• Lindsey's Jewelry
• David Hill Photo
• 1 & S Oil
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Call
753-1916

Sell

It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

I.
••••

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

ADVERTISING
DEADLINM

48. Automotive Service

Another View

:22. Musical

t:LEARANCE SALE GE. Record
IF IT'S better pay you want
Players
write me. Opening in Murray
Reg Sale
area. Age unimportant, but
Model
Price Price
maturity is. We train. Air mail
V-211
$18.95 $16 88
V-639
$3496 $2488
B.R. Dickerson, Pres., SouthV-936
$55.95 $4488
western Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
946
$59.95 $4788
Tex.
. ... $79.95 $59.88
T-361
ROBY SALES
HIGHWAY 68 BENT0/4, KY.
WANTED LADY to stay with
elderly couple. Phone 753-1634.

All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

1

9

hi

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

PONTIAC-1967 LeMans, $300.00
COMPLETE RADIATOR service or best offer. Phone 753-0736 after
and heater repair. Sholar Auto 5-00 p.m
Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
51. Services Offered
Phone 753-1751.
WILL GLAZE and simonize any
car. Reasonable. Phone 753-9429

JERRY'S REFINISHING
&Custom Built furniture, 6 miles
south of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy owner, 492-8837.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
49. Used Cars & Trucks
small jobs done? Call Ernest
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop White, 753-0605.
1966 CATALINA,4 door, hardtop, (old ice plant). Complete
all power. Phone 753-3786
repairs, PHOTOGRAPHY-WEDDINGS,
and
remodeling
23. Exterminatingliall
cabinets, paneling, doors, for- anniversaries, children's photos.
mica work, finish carpentry, Phone Craig D'Angelo 435-4611
14. Want To Buy
MUSTANG-1966, red with black contracting. Phone 753-4124 or after 6:00 p.m.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Peit
CARPET SALE all during the
South
vinyl top, 289 automatic. Price 753-0790 nights.
month of December, Hughes FIREWOOD -cut to order. Control,-phone 753-3914, 100
$475.00. Phone 753-6581.
day you
"Every
Street.
13th
WILL HAUL off old Christmas
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street, Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
/. I
delay lets bugs have their way."
Phone 753.9629.
trees.
Murray, Kentucky.
CHEVROLET-1969 Nova two seamless gutters installed per
WANT TO BUY office desk,
Larry
Call
door coupe, 6 cylinder with your specifications.
NEW YEARS Eve Plans? The
prefer wood. Phone 753-8118.
24. Miscellaneous
automatic, radio and vinyl roof. Lyles at 753-2310 for free University Day Care Center will
estimate.
753-8500.
Phone
be open December 31, from 6:00
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far MAKE BEATEN down carpet
ROBERTS REALTY wishes to away! Let Avon help you make nap at doorways bright and fluffy
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. for children
FIAT-1970 convertible Spider SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & ages two through seven. For
thank the people in Murray and holiday money. As an Avon again with Blue Lustre. Kwik-Pik
OfteU S p., 00 --AY
124 series. 32,030 miles. New Electric
iS71
hour reservations call 753-4478 or 75324
offers
Calloway County for making 1973 Representative, you can earn Market, Five Points.
/2-27
Phone 753-4707 or 753-8175. emergency service for well 6199.
tires.
Estate.
their best year in Real
extra cash-and it's easy and
'IGU'-( HERE SA`1'5,'F)LL lTUP AKA7
pumps, plumbing and electrical
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, WOOD FOR sale also will buy
VEGA-1973 GT, 8,000 actual problems Phone 753-5543.
GIVE ME A ROAD MAP"
Ky.
Paducah,
P.O. Box 3247,
5 Lost And Found
standing timber. Call 753-4147
AM-FM
BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
miles, power and air,
42001,443-3366.
end
special-2 car garage, as low
Phone 436-5531.
$2975.00.
radio.
•
"NEVER USED anything like 29.,MobiIe Home Rentals 41. Public Sales
LOST WATCH-ladies, white
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107 as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
Lustre
Blue
users
of
say
it,"
gold, diamond, Bulova. If found 15. Articles For Sale
additions. For the price, you
FORD-1964 Galaxie 500, four after 5:00 p.m.
carpet cleaner. Rent electric NEW 12' x 50' two bedroom
753can't
phone 753-4843. Reward.
Phone
afford to wait. Phone
owner.
one
local
door,
carelectric,
all
home,
Friday
night,
mobile
SALE,
AUCTION
SEARS BELT Massauger and shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire peted. No pets. Water furnished. December 70, 7:00 p.m., 107 South 4679.
CONSTRUCTION, Complete Mayfield collect 247-7672.
C
B
Center.
slant board. Toy drum set. Phone Shopping
basements, ready to live in if
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 per month. 15th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
giViplranict
753-6994.
patios,
garages,
Leaving town and must sell nice 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent wanted,
54. Free Column
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean Phone 753-8921.
sidewalks, retaining walls
large
will
condition,
gas
Phone
sacrifice.
range,
oven
double
FULL OR part time-Electrolux
Blue
2
with
home,
upholstery..
mobile
rugs and
TWO BEDROOM
now open for sales and service UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS Gift for Lustre. Rent electric shampooer miles south of Murray on 641, LP automatic washer, living room 753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00 driveways, etc. Also backhoe FREE PUPPYS 4i,8 weeks old,
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765. half beagle. Phone 753-2280.
personnel-be smart and star- that special person. Pen and ink $1. Western Auto, home of gas furnace for heat. Call 753- suite, bedroom suite, desk and p.m.
end
and
coffee
TV.,
chairs,
1111111. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. portrait, no sitting involved. "Wishing Well Gift Shop."
4645.
tables, lamps, fans and heaters.
p: ne Paducah 443-6469. Equal Priced for anyone's budget„
p.m.
5:00
after
436-2107
Phone
opportunity employer.
MONROE ROTARY calculator, 1972 MOBILE Home, 12' x 65', Many more odd items. Sale rain
in excellent condition. Price central heat and air, 2 full baths, or shine. For information phone
p4wklikm.mwool FIREWOOD FOR Sale, Call 753- $75.00. Would trade for 10 speed completely carpeted. Located in Chester & Miller Auction Service,
435-4672, Lynn Grove.
4147 or 489-2417.
bicycle. Phone 489-2303.
Murray. For Sale or rent. Phone 435-4042, or
753-0435 after 6:00 p.m. or
P
TREASURE HUNTERS, use the
NATURAL MINK fur stole, just Hopkinsville 886-8382.
0
money you received for christlike new, $110.00. Phone 753-8129
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
mas to purchase a White's Metal
COACH ESTATES and Fox pecernber 29, 10:00 a.m, at the
$49.50.
at
begin
Prices
Detector.
P Authorized Dealer. Phone 753- CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and Meadows Mobile Home Parks, late Elmus Parrish' home, turn
Full Time
treated fence posts. Murray South 16th Street. Residential off of Highway 94 east at Brown's
1575.
P
Company, 104 Maple area, natural gas hook ups Grocery, watch for sign.
!Lumber
0
at
Apply In Person
available. Spaces from $27.50. Will sell an extra large lot of
P: MOTORCYCLE sitting up during Street.
Phone 753-3856.
extra nice furniture, appliances,
it
make
not
Why
months?
P
winter
P
glass, china and cooking utensils,
cent better and worth 'FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753per
100
look
0
some choice antique items, shop
Rent
For
Apartments
custom
32.
a
with
summer
for
more
or
4147,
bwekimd
436-2390.
eiamboshwea
tools and riding lawn mower, nice
paint job. Phone 753-3677 between
TWO OR Three rooms furnished double oven electric range,
1!
', 1.,
FULL OR part time, average 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
apartments. Carpeted, plenty refrigerator, chest type home
•
$87.50 for 20 hours work. See Mr.
parking. Automatic gas heat. All freezer, fuel oil heating stove,
Gough Thursday at 8:00 p.m. or
C"LEARANOts Sale G.E.
utilities furnished, reasonable 24000 BTU air conditioner, round
rriday 10:30 a.rpt the Regal 8.
lithie Cassette iecorder players
Phone 753-8865.
rent.
dining table and chairs, glass
LAST!
THEY
WHILE
ELECTRIC RANGE,late model,
Reg Sale
china cabinet, early
door
EMPTY HOURS, Empty Purse,
Ex- Model
2 price.
1
Price Price
large, Hotpoint. /
living room furniture,
American
electric
ROOMS,
SLEEPING
INCLUDES ...
Avon can help fill both. Start an
$29.95 $25.88
cellent condition. Phone 498-8749. M-8433
entrance, black and white TV., odd chairs
private
heat,
$3995 929.88
Avon business of your own by
M4415
• '2 Lb. Fresh Catfish
Cooked Our Special Way and Golden Brown
$42.95 $35.88 refrigerator,. Zimmerman and tables, bedroom suites, one
M-8445
calling or writing Mrs. Glenda
$4495 $32.88
M-8450
16th Street. of a kind antique rocker, hand
South
Apartments,
Dyke, Box 3247, Paducah Ken$3196 $5999
M-8455
• Plenty Golden Brown French Fries • Our Good Tasting Cole Slaw
made, over 100 years old, walnut
tucky, 443-3366.
$59 95 $47.88 Phone 753-6609.
M4460
choice
more
many
wardrobe,
ROBY SALES
• Our Hush Puppies-"That Are Always Worth Eating" • Tartar Sauce,
KIRBY VACUUM (Christmas
will be held rain or
$100.00 WEEKLY possible ad- Special)breceive free hose and HIGHWAY 58 BE!"-ITON KY.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, items. Sale
dressing mail for firms. Full and attachments with the purchase of MOTOROLA TV, Black and one block east of M.S.U. Field shine.
(Lore 3/4 1.13. Dinner - 2.10)
Wedge of Onion & Lemon
For information phone Chester
part time at home. Send stamped a new Kirby upright through Dec.
console. $18.00. Phone House. Nice, and strictly clean. & Miller Auction Service 435-4042
21"
white,
self addressed envelope to 31 Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359,
$70.00 per month, water fur753-3356.
4354672, Lynn Grove.
Commaco Box 157, Round Rock,
nished. Couples only. No pets. or
Bob
Hutchins,
Mike
ask for
Texas 78664.
Phone
753-3805.
Bryar,, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller, SPECIAL-SPECIAL-Special.
or stop by and see a new or 19" color TV sets, new, 199.95.
Real Estate
Tuesday & Wednesday
rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
Roby Sales, Benton Kentucky DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
bedrooms. Phone 753-7850
42071.
SPANN REALTY for all your
I
link*
needs. We handle all types ofi
Sales
Real Estate. We need listings.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. 27. Mobile Hiie
GUY SPANN REALTY
Phone
HAMBURGER STEAK
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
FURNISHED ROOM for men or 753-7724, 901 Sycamore, Murray.
Piano Company, across from MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two women. Kitchen facilities. $7000
'2 lb. Charbroiled with French Fries
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. bedrooms. Priced $2,400.00 or per month including utilities. One APARTMENT HOUSE-Five
-After 4 p m
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox block from campus. Available furnished apartments, 20 percent
PIANO SALE. As low as $516.00. Meadows.
immediately. 753-0832.
Income income on investment
Lonardo Piano Company, across
Phone Cadiz 522-8469.
,
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- MOBILE HOME, two bedroomsSupil111111
Pets
on large lot, approximately VI
nessee.
block from new school on Pot150 ACRES located southeast of
Road, three miles from BOXER BULLDOG, male. Had
MUSIC LESSONS: Bind in- tertown
Murray, mostly timber but about
children.
for
pet
Wonderful
shots.
unstraps,
Storm
town.
struments, piano, guitar,
60 acres tillable, partially fenced.
two
and
bridle
saddle,
pony,
Also
carpeted,
beginning violins, Experienced derpenned, fully
little. MOFFITT REALTY, 753-3597.
dryer, air con- halters. Saddle used very
teachers with masters degree. washer and
noon.
12:00
after
753-9871
Phone
ditioned, antenna, gas furnace,
Phone 7534470._
large gas tank, city water,
46. Homes For Sale
$8,300.00. Phone 753-5953 or 701
BARGAIN HOME or Income
Sycamore.
Rental property, five bedrooms
and
full basement on corner lot
10' x 50' 00 bedroom *used
for $15,000 if sold this month. See
Reg.
.
mObile time, tetallydt electric,
949
'4.50
Owner at
call
then
at
Miller
1700
Only
throughout.
new carpeting
yd.
New Store Hours for .the
Reg. 13.98 to
753-9773. May finance at bank
$1995.00. Phone 753-4469.
rate with reasonable down
Great
for
Robes!
•Yd.
•
'5.98
I
Professional grooming by
payment, or will consider trade
MOBILE ome 12' x 52', two
Barbara Snyder
car, truck,
Home,
for
Mobile
Due to the energy crisis, we're shortening our 1971
bedrooms, a III.00. Ighone 753- years experience in pet
tractor or other personal
2248.
hours. 14
60"
and show grooming
property.
Pick up and delivery a
DESIRABLE MOBILE Home lot,
your door.
FOR SALE
Brick home on large lot, 90' k
$20.00 per month. Water and
Values to '6.98
yd.
back
yard fully fenced,
315',
included,
pickup
garbage
at 809 Olive St near Middle
Court.
Home
Lakeway Mobile
School, college and shopping
center 6 bedroom, 7' 2 baps,
753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
One Group

atitOtThos

t

0
0
0,
0
OA

Night
Manager
Wanted

Jerry's
Restaurant

Our Fresh Catfish
is Back -

$
t
0

SPECIAL
EACH

Thursday and Friday

0

Regular Dinner

264M4160

11111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111r

TRIANGLE INN

ir3.

Sunday Special-'1.29

22.

'es

,H0

$1111111111111111111i

SIRLOIN
SPECIAL

Prerlpventory Sale
Starts Thstay,.Dec. 27, 9:00 thru Jan. 2

ng

35-Velve, .11 Crushed
Velvet 98&

OPENING

N -O-T -I-C-E

•ARADISE
KENNELS

Effective January 1st

Quilted Fabric

II 98'

Not;thside Jini *dams IGA

BUTTONS

POLYESTER KNIT

Open 5 A.M. Until Midnight '
6 Days A Week

1'
/2 Price

$1"

753-4106

STORE-WIDE
SALE
on

AUCTION SALE
641 AUCTION HOUSE

COMPONENT and HOME

Every Friday Night

STEREOS

Paris, Tennessee
This week a good load from St. Louis. Antique tables,
dressers, chests, chairs, gate leg table, round oak
table, wing back rockers, desks, Chandeliers, old
rnirreg,_ wicker chairs, old hutch. Antique dishes,
glata",i. ethic range and tit more.

All Merchandise Must Go!
Service Center
CentrailhOpping Certter
- • Pluine:753-5865

ripen inurreaay nignt "
Shorty" McBride No. 247
James Travis No. 278

We Service What We Sell

40,

45"

large den and kitchen, for
mal living room A. dining
basement
Full
room
finished for play room and
kitchen. Basement wall 10poured concrete outside
entrance. Steel I beam sub
structure, gas &electric heat
and air conditioning Plaster
walls interior Must see to,
appreciate - Immediate
possession
Ralph McCuiston-753-4417

BARGAIN HOME or Income
Rental property, five bedrooms
and full basement on corner lot
for $15,060 is sold this month. See
then c.aliOwner_ at
.sti
753-9773 May finance at bank
r.7.-t -sptth neesenable dixwn
payment, or will consider trade
Mobile Home, car, Truck,
tractor, or other personal
property.

Denim, Dacron &
Cottons
t

60" KNIT
1 nu
/2 1111

Reg. 11.19
to '2.79

I

•....c a

.

98'

Nesbitt

,

BROCADES

yd.

•

yd.

Assorted

54" TAPESTRY
Reg, 14.98

69

•40.-

•

'

-..• a,+.••••

2

$1 00

q yd. a
..

Firbrk Shop

4 Miles South of Murray On Hwy. 641

I
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Mrs. Rowlett...

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Irene Barnett Rites Held Today
Richard Miller Of
Dies Tuesday; Rites For Mrs. Rhodes
Almo Community
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby
Held On Wednesday Rhodes
of Pinson, Tenn., was Dies At Age 94
held this morning at ten o'clock
Richard Miller, one of the
at the chapel of the Griffin
residents of the
Funeral Home, Jackson, Tenn., oldest former
with burial in the cemetery at Almo community, died Tuesday
night at the age of 94. His death
Lexington, Tenn.
occurred at the Bourbon County
Mrs. Rhodes, age 84, died
Hospital, Paris, Ky.
Tuesday at the Westview
The deceased had resided
Nursing Home, Murray. Her
with one of his daughters, Mrs.
husband, Granville L Rhodes,
Thomas Jacobs of Bourbon
died in 1955.
County, for the past two years.
Survivors are one daughter,
He formerly resided north of
Mrs. Neil Brown of Murray; one
Almo Heights.
son, Robert Paul Rhodes of
Survivors are four daughters,
Jackson, Tenn.; four sisters,
Miss Lois Miller of Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. Viola ..Graves'.. of HeaThomas Jacobs of
Mrs. Barnett, age 65, died derson, Tena., Mrs. Levy Loais B~prbon County, Mrs. William
Beisie
Tenn.,
of
Memphis,
Mrs.
Tuesday at 1:40 a.m, at the
Ratliff of Louisville, and Mrs.
Benton Municipal Hospital. She Brandon qf Caruthersville,.•Mo., Junes Jacobs of Frankfort;
was a member of the Olive and Mrs. Willie Stanley of four
sons, L. P. Miller of Almo
Dwican, Okla.; three grandBaptist Church.
Route
One, L. W. Miller of
Survivors are her husband, children, Mrs. Mack Isbell, Chicago, Ill., Loraine and Paul
Voiles,
Jack
Mrs.
Miss
and
John Barnett of Benton Route
Miller of Dayton, Ohio; fifteen
Four; one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Brown; three great grandchildren; eighteen great
George Bohannon of Kirksey grandchildren.
grandchildren; three'nephews;
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
two nieces; host of other
local
Home
charge
has
of
Phillip Thompson of Benton
relatives.
Route Four arid Mrs. Burett arrangements.
Funeral services will be held
Bearden of Benton; one
at the Mt. Horeb Freewill
brother, Rollie Lovett of Benton
Baptist Church, Walnut Street,
Route Four; three grandMurray, on Saturday at one
children, Teresa, Cindy, and
p.m. with Rev. Drew ofMarty Bohannon of Kirksey
ficiating.
Route One.
Graveside rites for William
The wake will be held Friday
M. Wells, former resident of from seven to nine p.m. at the
Murray and Calloway County, Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
were held today at one p.m. at Church.
the Murray City Cemetery.
Burial will be in the Pleasant
The funeral was held at Hill Cemetery at Almo with the
eleven o'clock this morning at arrangements by the Rutledge
the chapel of the Murphy Funeral Home of Murray.
Mrs. Fay Futrell of Hazel Funeral Home, Martin,'Tenn.,
Route Two died Wednesday at with Rev. Tom Pope officiating.
Mr. Wells, age 87, died
11:30 a.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. She Tuesday at the Obion County
was 78 years of age.
Hospital, Union City, Tenn. He
The deceased was a member was a retired ice plant operator,
of the Memorial Baptist and is survived by his wife,
The funeral for Mrs. Annie
Church. Born July 4, 1895, in Mrs. Lillian H. Wells of Martin,
Stewart County, Tenn., she was Term.; daughter
Mrs. Downs Parker is being held
the daughter of the late F. N. William Crann of Mt. Prospect, today at two p.m. at the chapel
Kennedy and Effie Wofford 111.; one son, M.G. Wells of of the Max Churchill Funeral
Martin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Home with Rev. W.A. Farmer
Kennerly.
and Rev. Lloyd M. Mayer ofMrs. Futrell is survived by Martha Acree of Benton.
ficiating.
her husband,Jay Futrell, Sr., of
Active pallbearers are
Hazel Route Two; four
Tommy
Parker, Donnie
daughters Mrs. Torn (Estelle)
Parker, Charles Outland,
Hall of South Bend, Ind., Mrs.
Ammon Owens, Tom Rushing,
Charles (Cariece) Sanders,
Carl Houser of Benton Route and Rupert Emerson. Honorary
North 19th Street Murray, Mrs.
Sam (Betty) Bloodworth of Three died Tuesday at 7:55 a.m. pallbearers are Joe McKinney,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Bill at the Benton Municipal Paul Bogard, Lloyd Buchanan,
(Brenda) York of Hawaii; three Hospital. He was 63 years of Robert Burkeen, Earl Lee,
Robert Lee, James Outland,
sons, Conan Futrell of Worth, age.
The deceased is survived by 0.13. Cook, and Purdom
111., Jay Futrell, Jr., of Chicago,
and George Futrell of hie wife, Mrs. Nell Houser; Lassiter. Burial will be in the
Madison, Tenn.; one sister, father, Roy Houser of Benton Old Salem Cemetery.
Mrs. Parker, age 74, died
Mrs. Carrie Sharman of Granite Route Three; one daughter,
City, III.; one brother, Buster Mrs. Jo Ann Nanny of Hardin Tuesday at the MurrayKennerly of Hazel Route Two; Route One; one sister, Mrs. Calloway County Hospital. She
twenty-five grandchildren; Louise Bloodworth of Benton was a member of the Elm
seventeen great grandchildren; Route Three; one brother, Grove Baptist Church.
Loren Houser of Benton Route
She is survived by her
one great great grandchild.
The funeral has been One; one grandchild, David husband, Tharinie Parker of
Murray Route Six; two half
scheduled for Saturday at two Nanny.
Funeral services are being sisters, Mrs. Edwin Stokes of
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with held today at one p.m. at the Murray Route Three and Mrs.
Rev. Jerrell White officiating. chapel of the Collier Funeral Vernon Butterworth of Murray;
brothers, Edward
Burial will be in the Murray Home, Benton, with Rev. C.C. two half
Memorial Gardens. Friends Brasher and Rev. Otis Jones Downs of Reidland and W.T.
may call at the funeral home. officiating. Burial will be in the Downs of Murray Route Six.
Cole Cemetery.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Irene Lunen Barnett, of Benton
Route Four were held Wednesday at two p.m. at Olive
Baptist Church with Rev.
Thomas Perkins and Rev. C.J.
Dexter officiating,
Pallbearers, all nephews,
were Bobby English, Jerry
Lovett, Dickie Lovett, Donnie
Bearden, Gene Thompson, and
Gerald Thompson. Burial was
in the Barnett Cemetery in
Marshall County.

William M. Wells'
Rites Held Today

Mrs. Fay Futrell
Dies Wednesday;
Rites Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)
lion" and "making art a total
experience."
She
was
delighted to find that while she
thought her sight-sound idea
was original, the Dorcoran
Gallery in Washington, D.C.,
was doing the same thing with a
Davis painting.
Services for Dr. Craddock H.
'To her it all proves the
S. Jaggers, 59, Princeton, were
Browning: this world.. means
held there Monday with Rev.
Intensely, and means good."
Russell Bow and Rev. P.A.
McAfee officiating. Burial as in
Cedar Hill Cemetery, Princeton.
Dr. Jaggers died at 1 p.m.
Saturday in Caldwell County
Hospital following a two-week

Former Murrayan,
Dr. Jaggers,
Dies At Princeton

Dr. Jaggers was a native of
Murray and had practiced
dentistry in Princeton since
1939.
He was a veteran of the
Korean War and a member of
the American Legion. He was a
member of Ogden Memorial
United Methodist Church, Elks
Club, Masonic Lodge Kiwanis
Club of Princeton and the
American and Kentucky Dental
associations.
Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Eloise Martin Jaggers;
two sons, Joe Kelly Jaggers,
head football coach at Trigg
County High School, Cadiz, and
John C. Jaggers, Princeton;
two daughters, Mrs. Irl Stevens
and Mrs. Richard Lewis, both
of Princeton; a brother, Dr. Joe
H. Jaggers, Louisville; a sister,
Mrs. Frank Cawood, Atlanta,
Ga.; and six grandchildren.

Funeral Is Today
For John Mayer
Services Today For At Local Chapel
Funeral services for
Mrs. Annie Parker

Carl Houser Dies
At Benton Hospital

John
Mayer of 203 South 15th Street,
Murray, were held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiating.
Members of Hazel Lodge No.
831 Free and Accepted Masons
served as pallbearers and
burial was in the Hazel
Cemetery.

Mr. Mayer, age 57, died at his
home on Friday. A member of
the Grace Baptist Church,
Hazel Lodge, and Army veteran
of World War II, he was employed with the Kentucky State
Highway
Department
of
Engineers.
He is survived by one son,
Rodger Mayer, and one
grandson, Craig Lynn Mayer,
1405 Vine Street, Murray; two
aunts, Mrs. Amanda White and
Mrs. Myrtle Thurman of
Murray.
PLEDGE OF
ALLEGIANCE
On Dec. 28, 1945, Congress
officially recognized the
piedge of allegiance to the
U.S. flag.

Deaths an
Funerals

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
141
/
2 +/
1
2
AM. Motors
Pa +Ye
Ashland Oil
2434 +/
1
2
Ford
42% +I
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
1
2
1
2-/
13/
Goodrich
151
/
2 -1-1
/
2
Gulf Oil
21% +/
1
2
Pennwalt
211
/
2 -4-%
Tappan
6% -..+%
AT&T,
• 50% UNC
Quaker Oats
2844 -1-%

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Traffic accidents over the
Christmas weekend claimed 520
lives, the lowest figure for a
four-day observance of the holiAssociated
day in
Press
records going back to 1951.
The National Safety Council
had estimated in advance that
the toll might reach between
550 and 650 in the period from 6
p.m. Friday to midnight Tuesday.
A council spokesman said it
may be several weeks before
the council can determine the

significance of the figures involved in this year's traffic
movements.
We wouldn't say it was the
energy crisis only that would
keep clovin the number of
deaths," he said.
Samplings by The Associated
Press indicated that a substantial number of service stations
across the country were closed
Sunday and Christmas Day and
that holiday traffic was unusually light.
Last year, 656 deaths were
counted during a three-day
Christmas weekend.
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Ann Herbert

Mrs. Ethie Ross'
Rites, Wednesday

Si
satifirst
Hol
flue

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 9:00

The funeral services for Mrs.
Ethie Ross of 412 South 9th
Street, Murray, were held
Wednesday at 1;30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Ortis Guthrie, Albert Crider,
Tommy Lavendar, Claude
Miller, Ty Holland, Dub
Russell, George Steele, and Bob
Melugin. Burial was in the
Union Ridge Cemeter
in
Marshall County.
Mrs. Ross,age 83, wife of L.C.
Ross who died in 1960, died
Monday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was a charter member of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Noel Melugin, and one son,
Gillard Ross, both of Murray,
four grandchildren, and four
great grandchildren.
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DRASTIC REDUCTION
ON ENTIRE STOCK
SEPARATE
.

SLACKS JEANS

.4

44

Funeral Is Friday
For Sgt. McGhee
The funeral for Sgt. Charles
Taylor McGhee will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the St.
John's Baptist Church, Murray,
with Rev. C.E. Timberlake
officiating.
-Pallbearers will be Cleatus
Blanton, Ruford Perry, Dennis
Jackson, Lewis Perry, Robert
Brandon, and Taylor Miller
Interment will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
Cosmopolitan Mortuary of
Paducah
in
charge
of
arrangements.
Friends may call at St. John's
Baptist Church here where the
wake will be held tonight
(Thursday) from seven to nine
p.m.
Sgt. McGhee, age 35 died
Saturday. He was stationed at
Chanute Air Force Base,
Rantol, Ill
He is survived by his grandmother, Mrs. Lela Blanton of
Murray; two daughters, Lora
and Charline McGhee of
Chicapee, Mass, and a host of
other relatives.

520 Die In Accidents
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